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This resclrch in the fieid of aduit education is iafended to e x p d  of 

complexity of the relationships between the coasancts of aduït distana educ.atian, Jtudent 

empowerment and self-duecfed learning. 

I holci these assumptions: empowerment or, in Starhawk's (1987) words, expansion or 

unfolding of the aduit leamer's innaîe capabilities or powers-hm-within, promotes self- 

directeci leaming. By cornparison, Iack of student power or student disempowerment is a 

critical factor whicli contributes to iow leveis of seif-directed learning and high levels of 

dissatisfaction and attrition. These conditions are aot uncummon to the adult distance 

education. 

I impiemented an intervention rnodei, to inchde what 1 consider essential to 

empowerment, oamely the components of criticai feflection and rational k u r s e .  The mode1 

is intendeci to faditate the deveiopment of the adult leamer's power-hm-within. From this 

research, 1 have found that this empowering model, and specificaily the components of criticai 

diection, and rational disaurse within a nipportive group, to be extremeiy effective in 

nurturing the powa that &des within the student. An empowered student, 1 propose, is able 

to direct his or her own learning. 

I hope to contribute a the conceptuai base laid d o m  conceniing the mîmkpdency 

between student empowerrnent and adult d-direc&d education. The theory and modd can be 

applied. not only in an aduit graduate education setting, but in other educational seaings, in 

order to achiwe a more emancipatov and democratic interaction. 
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CIHAPTER I 

Introduction to the Study 

Demographen inform us that the population of duit leamers in post secondary 

educational institutions is steadily increasing- In the decade between 1975 and 1985, as recorded 

by Snyder (1 99 1). the enrobent of  students between the ages of 25-45 increased by 144% (p. 

47). Slotnick et al (1  993) predict that as we approach the mille1111i~111, we will see that the largest 

increase in student popuiation wiU continue to be that of the the adult learner @. 4). These 

statistics shouid indicate a wamiug to educaton of addts, to be prepared to accept the 

responsibility of meeting the leamhg needs of the new, rapidly growing student popuiation, the 

adult learner popuiation.. 

The adult learner has expressed a need for alternative modes of delivery, that is, other than 

the traditionaf on-campus lecture mode. Modra (cited in Evans & Nation, 1987) avows: 

it is the role of education and educators to help usher in a more just and hiunane soQety 
and to crhi~aiiy engage soàety in order to transform it, yet society's Mew on humanity, 
and the means to assist the growth and development of that quality, are so divergent that 
is not possible to provide one mode of educaîion which can openly and honestly 
accommodat e difEerent world views which generate them (p. 23). 

One codd c lah that distance education, as an alternative mode of educatiooal deiivery, 

has become almost synonymous with the education of aduits in post secondary educational 

institutions. in 1996. the Open University of Britain, one of the oldest distance education 

institutes in the world, graduated over 150,OOO distance students. On this continent, in Ontario 

alone, over 100,OO adult distance education students are registered at the Independent Learning 



Centres. Moreover, at the Open Newthink Conference of British Columbia, Calvert (1984) 

reports, it was contendeci that "distance education win become the primary mode of university 

education" (p. 78). We are already seeing this prediction validateci. 

Research into the theory and practice of adult education, and particuiariy of distance 

education, is needed to S o m  post secondasr educaton how they can best provide for the 

educational needs of the adult leamer, and as well, meet the growing demand for the new delivery 

mode of adult education, distance education. 

ui this study I plan to impiement an empowerment model which is intended to fàcilitate the 

process of seKdirected leaming for the adult distance leamer. 

Distance education. seKdirected learning, anhgogy, d c a i  refiection and rational 

discourse are the major constructs presented in this snidy. The last two concepts cited here are 

essential components of the empowerment intervention modei which I implemented in this st~dy.  

Brief definitions of each one of these constructs are presented at this time and more 

comprehensive descriptions are provideci in Cbapter 1 1, Raiiew of the Literature. 

Keegm (1986) defines distance education as follows: 

Distance education is the quasi-permanent separation of teacher and leamers throughout 
the length of the leamiag process; this distinguishes it firom fkce-to-face education; the 
influence of an educatiorial organization, both in the planning and preparation of learning 
materiais ami in the provision of student support s e ~ c e s ;  this distinguishes it fiom 
private study and teach yoweif programs; the use of technical media: prim audio, video 
or cornputer. to unite teacher and leamer and to carry the content of the course; the 
provision of two-way communication so that the student may benefit fiom or even initiate 
dialogue, this distinguishes it fiom other uses of technology in education; the quasi- 
permanent absence of the leaniing group thoughout the length of the leamhg process so 



that people are usudy tau@ as inchiduais and not in groups, with the possibility of 
occasional meetings for both didactic and s o ~ o a  purposes (p. 49). 

Self-Direaed. Knowles (1980) defines seIfIfdirecteci learning as " a 

process in which individuals take the initiative, with or without the help of others, in diagnosing 

theù leanwlg needs, fomulating Ieaming goals, iden twg human and material sources for 

leanilngy choosing and implementing appropriate learning strategies and evaiuating learning 

outcornes " (p. 1 8). 

Andragogy is described as a set of principles which is specincaily 

descriptive of adult leaming and development. Andragogy hoids these assumptioas: adult leamers 

value autonomy and independence and they prefer an independent or seif-directed leaming 

process; adult learnen have accumuiated rich reservoin of experiences whicti, upon reflection, 

serve as vduable resources for leaming; adult leamers value relevant, problem-onented course 

content which provides for immediate application and enhanced performance (Knowles, 1970). 

E-. Although there are several interpretations of this te- 1 have 

identiiied Starhawk' s (1 987) definition of empowennent as most descriptive of and refevant to 

this study. Starhawk (1987) temu the concept ' power-eom-witbiny . She States that power-fiom- 

within is linked to a sense of cornpetence and joy at one's unfolding capacities as it arises fiom 

being able. 

. . 
Çnticai Reflection. Boud, Keough, and Walker (1985) describe critical reflection 

as a "generic term for those intellectml and af5ective advities in which individuals engage to 

explore their expericnces in order to lead to new understandings and appreciation" (p. 3). 

Mezirow (1 990) funher explains, "reflection would include making inferences, generaiizations and 



analogies, dis criminütions, and evaluations, as weli as feeling, remembering, and soiving 

problems" (p. 4). 

Rational diswwe involves disaissions which provide 

opportunities for participants to express expaiences, perceptions, ideas and opinions. Rationai 

discourse provides room to explore new ways of doing things, to generate new questions, to 

develop new understandings. It is a means of connecting with others, of pooiing refl ections and 

innghts and of developing alliances with those who share and support ideas, interpretations, and 

concerns. 

[n conclusiot~ 1 pose two assurnptions. F m  of d, the concepts of adult education at the 

post-graduate level and sesdirecteci leaming ought to define each other. As the Merature reveds, 

both the population of aduit learners in p s t  secondary institutions and the demand for a practice 

of leaming which is appropriate to duits, is increasing. Added to this is the fact that the dernand 

for innovative or alternative methods of educational delivery, is dramaticaily increasing. 

Educational theory and pradce, appropriate to the education of addt learners, must reflect an 

approach other than the traditionai on-campus pedagogical approach. SeK&ected Iearning 

provided through the distance mode of delivery wouid represent an approach which couid satisfL 

those demands. 

Secondy, 1 propose that the construct of empowerment is linked to that of adult self- 

directed leaniing. The assumptions of andragogy state that the psychotogicai amibutes of 

independence and responsibility characterize aduithood. In fm seffsirection is not only the goal 

of adult education but in fact is, as Ashcroft (1987) recommends, a foundation for a philosophy of 
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aduit education. Wouid it not follow, that nurturing and fostering the development, expansion and 

expression of these innate psychologifal attributes of independence and responsibilty involve 

developing power tfiat resides withh the student or empowering the student. Empowerment or 

deveiopment, of what Starhawk (1987) terms, 'power-&om-within' the student is aucial to the 

success. goals, and philosophy of selfdirected Ieaming and essential, as Aronowitz and Gioux 

(1993) contend, to adult leaming and development. 

Empowerment, contend Aronowitz and Gioux (1993) is a central dynamic of 

emancipatory education. Ashcroft (cited in Kreisberg, 19%) goes as fat as to recornmend that 

"empowerment be the basis of the philosophy of education" (p. 134). 

My research purpose is to study the process of empowennent of adult distance graduate 

students who in fact. may possibly be one of the most disempowered groups in any university. 

That the psychologicai attribute of, what Starhawk (1987) t e m ,  'power-fiom-within' be 

developed, and that the expression of this power, in the fonn of student generated leaming 

contracts, be dernonstrated, is central to the p q o s e  ofthis research. Knowles (1980) wouici 

support my research purpose, as he informs us that the primary purpose o f  adult ducation is to 

promote the developrnent of the student's ability to direct hider  own learning process. He States 

that one of the prime responsibilities as educaton of ali students, both on-campus and distance, 

requires first of dl, that they be professionaiiy bound to strive to develop students who are not 

dependent and passive but to help develop students to independently direct their own education. 
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As -dies reved that moa programs are teacher-directed , and not student -directed, educators 

cannot continue to ignore the cntical responsibility that they must assume in facilitating student 

empowennent and the expression of this power, student-directed learning. 

My intent is to implement an empowerment model to a focus group of adult distance 

students. The model will provide activities designed to identi@ expand and develop the innate 

powers of the student and provide opportunities through which this power will be demonstrated. 

c 
The model consists of three phases: the Confrontation Phase, the Healing Phase and the 

Demonstrating Phase. Two components, critical reflection and rational discourse, are ingredients 

ofeach phase of the model. 1 propose that these components are major and essentid 

considerations contributhg ta the numiring and expansion of the adult leamer's power-from- 

within. Other researchers would support my design which includes training in and use of specific 

skills. Research conducted by Danis and Tremblay (1988) reveals that once individuals have 

mastered certain competencies they were better able to specie leaniing goals and preferred 

leaMng procedures. Dunst (cited in Beare and Slaughter, 1993) daims that empowerment 

consists of "enabling expenences provided ... that foster autonomy, choice, control and 

responsibility, allowing the individual to display existing competencies that support and strengthen 

new functioning" (pp. 126- 130). 
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1 wiU now briefly descnbe the ninction of each of the three phases of the empowement 

model. The Confrontation Phase is the first phase of the empowerment process. The purpose of 

this phase is to use the techniques of critical seEreflection and rational discourse to assist the 

students in developing an awareness of the sources of power that serve to constrain, restnct, or 

suppress the deveiopment of student power. This phase is also intended to imbue a freedom to 

critiche and to instigate a resistance oppressive power, that is, that power which has fùnctioned 

to silence the voice of the -dent. specificaily in decision making conceming his/her own leaming 

process. 

The Heding Phase is the second phase of the empowerment model. The purpose of this 

phase is to assist the focus group, again tkiiough the processes of cntical reflection and rational 

discourse. to understand the reasons for their disempowerrnent and become aware of, unfold, 

expand and nurture their powers-fiom-within. 

The Demonstrating Phase is the third and final phase. The purpose of this final phase is to 

provide an opportunity for the focus group, who have now developed power-hm-within, to 

express that empowennent by directing their own leaming processes. Mishler (cited in Evans and 

Nation, 1989) suggests that "to be empowered is not only to speak one's voice and to have one's 

say but to apply that understanding amved at to action" ( p. 201). Therefore models of leaming 

contracts adapted fiom those designed by Tough (1 971) and Stephenson (198 1) will be provided. 

Appendk C contains a sarnple self-directed leaming contract. Tough and Stephenson daim that 

an empowered student would be able to (1 .) determine hidher own learning needs and learning 

objectives; (2.) ident* subjects, themes, topics, issues to constitute curriculum; (3 .) access 

leaniing and teaching resources and identiQ delivery methods and (4.) select methods of course 
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waiuation. The test of the model's potentid to Eicilitate the process of empowennent will. be 

evidenced in the students' demonstrating or expressing their empowered status by complet.@ 

selfkkected leamhg contracts. 

The produd of this study wiil be a mode1 for student-directeci Iearning: a mode1 which will 

describe a process to facilitate the development of the student's power-fiom-within. Selfdirected 

leaniing and emancipatory or democratic education cannot be achieved in the absence of student 

empowennent. Giroux (cited in Kreisberg, 1992) wouid agree. He recommends that "educational 

institutions [ must be metaphors for] dernocratic sites dedicated to self and social improvement " 

p. 204). 

The reseanh problem encompasses two areas: the field of duit leaniing and development 

and the field of  distance education. Fust of ail, 1 contend that a gap exists between the theories of 

adult leaniing and development and the practice of aduit education, and secondly, 1 c lah that a 

gap exists between the theories and the practices of distance education. 1 will now aim to support 

these cf aims. 

c. The theones of adult leamuig 

and development indicate that adult leamers value autonomy and independence, that they have 

accurnulated rich resources of experimce and that they prefm to direct their own leaming 

processes (Brookfield, 1986; Evans, 1994; Freire, 1974; Knowles, 1980; Kolb, 1984). Yet studies 

reveal that Iow levek of student-directed learning and high levels of dissatisfaction and attrition 
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are salient to adult education. The adult learner's learning process is not student directed. 

Professors continue to make most major decisions concerning the adult learner's leamhg process. 

Professors determine course content, decide on the Pace and sequence of leamhg activities, select 

teaching methodology and determine delivery and evaluation metho ds. 

A tacher-directed practice has produced dependent and passive adult learners. In fact, 

what has been described by theorists as a learned helplessness, or even a learned hopelessness, has 

developed as studies reveal that adult learners are unable to take even the first steps in directing 

their own leaming. Statistics reveal that low levels of self-directed leaming, and high levels of 

dissatisfaction and attrition are salient to adult education. This fact might be a strong indication 

that the adult education system has failed to recognize the adult learners' psychological attributes 

of autonomy and independence, nor has the system acknowledged that the adult leamers 

possesses cornpetencies and expertise, powers that ought to be nurtured and developed. 

Ifadult self-directed education is to be achieved, these 'powers-fiom-within' ought to be 

identified and developed, pnor to and in preparation for the self-directed learning process. 

Aronowitz and Giroux (1993) would agree, they daim emancipatory and democratic education, 

which they have identified as the goal of education, has not yet been achieved in the practice of 

adult education, 

J n c o ~ e n c y  Between Theory and Practice of Distance Education. Research of distance 

education by Evans and Nation (1989) revealed extremely high attrition rates, sometimes as high 

as 60%; sirnilarly studies by Slotnick et al (1993) revealed that less than 50% of distance students 

complete their first distance education course (p. 79). Great concem has been expressed arnong 
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distance education administrators to reduce attrition rates. In fact studying for an academic degree 

through the distance mode is considered a difficult, if not impossible, challenge (Beder & 

Darkenwald, 1982; Keegan, 1986; Moore 1980; Novak & Gowin, 1989). 

Beder, Darkenwald, and Merriam (1982) cite a number of factors contributing to 

dissatisfaction and attrition in the distance education mode. Some of these are: cost of distance 

programs, delay in postal detivery or slow feedback on assignments. I recognize that these factors 

do inhibit both access to and success in distance programs; however I contend that the negative 

symbols and meanùigs that have been construaed for the practice of distance education and for 

the distance education student have disempowered the student and have produced a teacher- 

directed learning process rather than a student-directed adult education system. 

1 consider the psychological factor, lack of student empowerment and lack of student 

voice in decision making concerning the student's own leaming process, as causal to low levels of 

self-directed adult leaniing. This factor, 1 contend, is primarily responsible for high levels of 

dissatisfaction and attrition salient to the distance mode. 

One can therefore conclude that the practice of adult distance education is incongment 

with the theories of adult learning and development and secondly the theories and practices of 

distance education are also incongment. Tinto's Model of Persistence and Withdrawal in Higher 

Education (cited in Munch, 1994) supports my hypothesis. Tinto cautions: 

... dropout in the f o m  of voluntary withdrawal appears to relate to lack of congruency 
between the individuai and both the intellectual clirnate of the institution and the social 
system. Penistence or withdrawal Rom academic institutions is dependent on the level of 
integration the student experiences with the academic system. including both student and 
faculty social systems of the university.. . . (p. 284). 
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As low levels ofself4irected leaniing and high leveIs of dissatisfaction and attrition are 

characteristic of adult distance education, it is indeed clear that the goals of emancipatory and 

democratic education, envisageci by Amnowitz and Giroux, have not been achieved: the practice 

of adult distance education is something other than the theories intended. 

This study will aim to pose a conceptual base and to present a mode1 to facilitate the 

process of student empowerment and its practice: self-directed leaming. 1 believe that student 

empowerment, which is evidenced in the adult leamen activeiy directing their own education, is a 

metaphor for emkpatory  and democratic education. S tudent empowerment is an essential 

element of adult leaming and development and provision of self-directed learning is a professionai 

responsibility of educators of adults. 

1 hope that the conceptions and practical implications resulting from this study wiiI 

contribute to the body of fiterature concerneci wirh aduit education, student empowerment and 

the practice of self-directed leaming. These areas of study are ones which Caffarella (1988) 

and Candy (1991) claim have suffered from a dearth of literature. Houie (cited in Garrison, 

1992) claims that to date, 'adult education has not achieved a masterful synthesis of what can 

be confidentiy be said to be the central discipline or the basic knowledge of the fieldn ( p. 8). 

As weii, Stubblefield, Dampiere and Keane (cited in Ganison, 1992) agree that "adult 

education and distance education have a long history of practice but as the focus of research, 

they are in their infancies" @. 1). Yet, despite this fact, research by Fullan (1993) and Slotnick 



et ai (1993) reveai that adult tearners are compnsing an ever growing and vital segment of the 

student population in universities. Plecas and Sork (cited in Gamson, 1992) recomrnend that 

research into adult education ought to be conducted in order to provide for development of 'a 

of disciplinecl howledge relating to how learning can best be facilitateci given various 

adult learner populations and various social and political conditions" (p. 8). Houle (cited in 

Garrison, 1992) States, 'It indicates a serious challenge for adult education researchers to 

consolidate their efforts in the goal of developing distinctive and coherent theoretical 

frameworks and thus establishing the credibility of adult education as a field of study" (p. 8) 

Many theorists would agree that self4irected learning is the eventual goal of adult 

education, in fact Candy (1991) describes the concept as reaching a trend. However, much 

research to date has not focussed on the relationship between disempowerment of the adult 

leamer, the process of selfdirected learning and the distance education mode of delivery. 

Many studies to date have focussed on the situational aspects of self-directed leaming, for 

example, self-management sküls, the role of the facilitator or environmental or situationai 

factors. Other researchers have focussed on the relationship between the constructs of negative 

self-concepts and the rate of progress in self-directed learning (Brockett, 1983); the 

relationship between self-directed leming and its effect on self-concept (Sabbaghian ,1980); 

the constmcts of field dependency and independent learning (Theil and Tzuk, 1985). 

My snidy seeks to focus on adult distance leaming based on the actual experiences of 

the leamer. This study aims to explore how the adult experiences his or her own learning 

process through the distance mode of delivery.The study will synthesize three concepts which 
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are distinctive of the adult leamers' experiences: the psychologid attribute of adult Ieamer 

independence, the practice of selfdirectai learning and the delivery method of distance 

education. 

Student autonomy and student-directed leaming have not been studied by others in 

exactiy the way this study intends, that is, using the research design of focus group leaming 

and projet and the model's components, critical reflection and rational discourse. Other 

researchers have studied development of autonomy of teachers and citizen activists using 

diaiogic introspection and intervention models but not with distance education graduate 

students. The fonis of this study is the graduate student, the adult learner,who, as Kasworm 

(1983) asserts, holds the greatest potential for self-directedness. 

Contingences of time, money and accessibility limit al1 research. This study as weii has 

ions. The research sample was restricted to five graduate students at one university, 

Memonal University of Newfoundland. It would have been beneficial to involve several focus 

groups from various p s t  secondary educationai institutions but this was not a practical option 

at this time.However, LeCompte and Preissle (1993) assure us that small sample size is 

characteristic of qualitative research. 
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The scope of the study involved only the psychological attributes of power; specifically 

the skilis, cornpetencies, and potentialities that reside within the leamer. The study did not 

focus on other factors as inteliectual, sociological, economic or physical characteristics of the 

adult distance lemer. Despite these limitations, I believe that the findings of this study can 

add to the body of literature surrounding the field of adult education and student 

empowerment. 

1 hope that the findings of this research will provide an understanding of the 

relationships between the constmcts of power-from-within, self-directed learning and the adult 

distance leamer. I hope that the empowerment mode1 can be applied not only in a distance 

education setting, but in any setting, in order to achieve a more emancipatory and democratic 

interaction. 



CHAPTER II 

Review of Sefected Literature 

In this chapter, the literature conceming the constmas of adult education, distance 

education, self-directed leamhg and ernpowerment, as well as the practices of critical reflection 

and rationai discourse, which are components of the empowerment model, will be reviewed. In 

this chapter, I intend to review the links between the construct of adult ieaming and development, 

the distance mode of educationai delivery, the practice of self-directed leaming and adult leamer 

Adulthood is defined as a time of fieedorn fkom the influence of others, a time when 

individuais direct their own actions and assume responsibility for them (Strong, 1977). Maslow's 

Hierarchy of Needs (1970) descnbes adulthood as a phase during which the adult strives to reach 

full development of hisher capabilities. Humanistic philosophy as well, assumes that individuals 

possess an urge toward personal growth and toward the goal of ~el~actualization and that 

individuais wish to assume responsibility for their leaming, growth and development. Owens 

(1995) offers his support when he claims that professionals are motivated by satisfaction of 

intrinsic needs of "achievement, recognition, and advancement ... forces which are valuable to 

individuals to lift their performance and to approach their maximum potential" (p. 1 17). In 

summary, the need for self-actualization, or maximization of persona1 potential, is charactenstic 

of the adulthood phase of human development. 
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Adult Leamers. Adult leamers are bea  defined by disthguishg them fiom younger 

leamers. The self-concept of the adult leamer is characterized by independence, autono- and 

seIfIfdirection; whereas, the self-concept of the child is characterized by dependence (Brockett & 

Heimstra, 1991). The younger leamer is ofien a passive learner who is dependent upon a teacher 

to design, develop, implement and evaluate the learning process for hirn or her. In contrast, the 

independent addt learner is able to become actively involved in designing, developing, 

impiementhg and evaluating the learning process for himself or herself Knowles Theory of Adult 

Learning (cited in Mugridge & Kaufinan, 1986)) states that, " addt learners. when oppomuiities 

arise for relevant learning can and do demonstrate very high Ievels of ... . autonomy, and 

independence" (p. 165). Adults are more likely to strive for certain levels of involvement. 

Two constructs associated with the study of adult leaming and development are 

andragogy and conscientization. 

Knowles (1 980) used the term andragogy to define a learning process 

characteristic of adulthood. hsumptions of andragogy include the following: adult Iearners need 

to direct and controi things which affect their !ives, adults need to l e m  things which are relevant 

to them and experience is a valuable source of leamhg (Usher & Bryant, 1989). Kolb (1 984), 

recognized for his study on experiential leaniing, summarizes 'Knowledge is created through the 

transformation of experience" (p. 3 8), that is adults are informed or acquire knowledge through 

work and Me expenences. 

Conscientization. This construct similady describes the field of study concemed with 

adult leaming and development. Conscientizacao represents " the developmenz of the awakening 

of critical awareness" (Freire 1974, p. 19, original emphasis). Taylor ( 1993) adds that 
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'Conscientization is a process of developing consciousness. but consciousness that is undernood 

to have the power to aansform" (p. 52). Essential components of conscientization are reflection 

and rationai discoune (Freire, 1974; Taylor, 1993). Kolb ( 1984) States that 'Through reflection, 

tearners becorne aware that beliefs and structures are not fixed and rigid and should be open to 

continuous questioning and re-vision. Through rational discourse learners acquire exposure to 

Merent ways of looking at the world " (p. 3 8). The empowerment mode1 implemented in this 

study includes both critical reflection and rational discourse to promote developmnet o f  the 

powers that reside within the individuai. 

Distance Education 

Distance education, as an alternative mode of educationai delivery, was defined by the 

1988 X1 Latin Arnerican Teleducation Conference, as a system based on the use of instructional 

media that promotes the self-teaching and self-learning process. It provides greater geographic 

coverage than the traditional on-campus system of education. Succinctly, distance educatioa by 

providing flexibility of time and place, facilitates access to and participation in higher education. 

Previous to the distance mode of delivery, higher education, as it is defined in this study, was 

available only to those who found it possible to attend a post secondary institution, on-campus 

and full tirne. Verduin and Clarke (1991) cite other characteristics of distance education. They 

c l a h  that the distance delivery mode not only removes barriers to participation in higher 

education, but they c l a h  that in many instances distance education is leamer-centered education, 

and is thus more effective than the traditional on-campus mode of delivery. 

Holmbeq (1 986) descnbes distance education as including these following characteristics: 



(a) non-contiguous communication 
(b) pre-produced courses 
(c) two-way communication between student , tutors and others 
(ci) almost used exclusively by adults 
(9 the economics of distance education is strongly influenced by mass education 
(g) distance education serves the individuai learner 

(p. 141-142). 

However, Shde, (cited in Tight, 1996), expresses concerns with distance mode of 

delivery. He cautions: 

AU of what constitutes the process of education when teachers and students are able to 
meet face-to-face also constitutes the process of education when teachers and student are 
physically separated. Al1 the necessary conditions for the educational process are inherent 
in face-to-face contact. This is not the case when teacher and student are physically apart. 
The task of distance education is to find the means by which to introduce these necessary 
conditions, or to simulate them so closely as to be acceptable proxies (p. 93). 

Moore (1980) describes one who is a self-directed Ieamer as, 

possessing the ability to identi@ his learning needs when he finds a problern to be solved, 
a skill to be acquired, or information to be obtained. He is able to articulate his need in the 
form of a general goal, differentiate that goal into several specific objectives. and define 
fairly explicitly his criteria for successful achievement. In irnplementing his need, he 
gathers the information he desires, coliects his ideas, practices skills, works to resolve 
problems, and achieves his goals. In evaluating, the Ieamer judges the 
appropnateness of newly acquired skills, the adequacy of his solutions, and the quality of 
his new ideas and knowledge (p. 23). 

Brookfield's (1980) definition, as well, emphasises the concept of independence. He uses 

the term independent learning to describe the adult's learning process where "decisions about 

imrnediate and terminal leaming goals to be pursued, rate of student progress, evaluative 

procedures to be employed and sources of rnaterial to be consulted are in the hands of the leamer" 
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( P- 3). 

Brockett (1983) emphasizes that the concept of responsibility is inextricably intenvoven in 

the concept of ~ e ~ d ' i e c t i o n .  He defines the process of self-directed leaming as one where the 

prirnaxy responsibility for setting leaming objectives, determining leaming resources, carrying out 

and evaluating learning activities rests with the leamer. In 199 1 Brockett and Hiemstra developed 

a seKdirected learning model which can be used to define and to evaluate self-directed leaming. 

The rnodel, termed the Penonal Responsibility Orientation Model (PRO Model), includes these 

components: 

1. The leamer assumes personal responsMity for detemining leaming needs, purposes, 

questions, goals 

2. The leamer generates a leaming conlracl between himselûherself and the facilitator in order to 

buiid cornmitment to complete leaming initiatives 

3. The learner i&nt@esprefemed learni~zg sfrategies (for exarnple: mentors, role models, study 

groups, srnaii group discussions) 

4. The leamer determines course componetzfs ( for example: identifjhg and generating annotated 

bibliographies from the academic Iiterature related to the selected field of interest, conducting 

small qualitative research studies, conducting critical inquiry of major trends and controversies in 

the field of study, critically analyzing theories, ideologies, perspectives. conducting comparative 

research, reading and preparing critical analysis of the Iiterature surrounding the area of study; 

5. The leamer participutes in drcisions conceming evaluat ion 



Other definitions of self-directed leaming are presented by Candy (199 1). He identifies 

four distinct, but related, phenomena of the constnict, self-direction They are as follows: 

"seEd*~ection'7 as a personal attnbute (personal autonomy); "self-directionT' as the 
wilhgness and capacity to conduct one's own education (self-management); "self- 
dïection" as a mode of organiring instruction in forma1 settings (leamer -control) and 
"self-direction" as the individual, non-institutional pursuit of leaming oppominities in the 
naturd setting (autodidaxy) ( p. 23). 

In surnmary, Brockett & Hiernstra (199 1), Jarvis (1983, 1987), Merriam and CafEarells 

(199 1) all concur that the mode of leaming which is particularly charactenstic of adulthood is 

self-directed learning. Selfdirected learning is not only a goal but a foundation for a philosophy 

of adult education (Ashcrofi, 1987; Mezirow, 1990). 

Another concept associated with self-directed learning is Ieamer control. 

Control over the leaming proceu, Candy ( 199 1) maintains, can be descnbed along a continuum . 

On one end of the continuum would be characterized by teacher indoctrination and 
teacher control.. an almost totai teacher contrd and little roorn for learner control at ail. 
Then corne in sequence. lectures, lessons . . . programmed instruction, . . . individualized 
instruction, . . . personalized instruction, . . . interactive cornputer-managed leaming, . . . . 
discovery learning, and so on, until finally the point is reached where leamers have 
accepted almost al1 control over valued instructional functions. This point..at the edge of 
the continuum is called independent study (p. 1 1). 

In this study I will synthesize the constmcts of adult learning and development, the 

process of ~ e ~ d i r e c t e d  learning and the delivery mode of distance education. Other researchen 

have linked these constmcts. For example, Candy (199 1). Knowles (1980). and Lewis and 

Spencer (1986) al1 claim that independence and autonomy is a critical element of both adult 
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education and distance education. In this quote Gmison (1989) connects the concept of adult 

education or andragogy, the process of self-directed leamïng and the mode of distance education. 

He States, "Adult educators must recognize the ability of telecommunications and 

microprocessor technology to assist adult educators to reach out to adult leamen in a variety of 

settings; and we must bridge the gap between formal institutional education and activities of self- 

directed leaming in the naturai societal setting" (p. 13 6). Moore (cited in Calvert, L 984) avows 

that self-directedness in the form of autonomy and independence is central to the success of 

distance education piograms and institutions should "adopt positive and involving attitudes, 

practices and images" (p. 78). He strongly recornrnends that these alternative modes should reflect 

a partnership between the student and the academic institution based on the concept that students 

should participate in researching, designing and developing their own learning processes. 

For the purpose of this paper I have identified Starhawk's definition of empowerment as 

relevant to the discussion of adult learner empowerment and self-directed education. As indicated 

previously, Starhawk (1987) coined the term 'power-€rom-within'. She describes it in terms of a 

sense of being able, or a sense of confidence and power which develops with the identification, 

unfolding, expansion and development of innate abilities and cornpetencies. " Power-from-within 

is akin to the sense of rnastery we develop as young children with each new unfolding ability" (p. 

10). 1 wouId equate Starhawk's definition of empowerment to Maslow's definition of self- 

actualization. He defines self-actualization as the identification, developrnent and exploitation of 

talents, capacities and potentialities. 
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Ern~owerment and Self-Directed Leamin-, Concepts which are reiated to empowement 

as self-esteem, self-confidence and positive self-identity, are inherent in the construct of self- 

directed, autonomous or leamer-controlied leanillig. Brockett & Hiemstra (199 1) cornment, "it 

cm be said with a high degree of confidence that there is a link between self-direction and self- 

concept ... findings indicate that self-direction is retlected in how adults perceive themselves" ( p. 

98). Sabbaghian (1980) advocates that ccAdult snidents with higher self-concepts appear to be 

more able to plan and direct the majority of their leaming projects themselves than adult students 

with lower self-concepts" (pp. 1 14- 1 1 5 ) .  Following that lead, one cm deduce that empowered 

leamers hold the greatest potential for self-directed leaming . 

Cross (198 1 ) claims that unfavourable attitudes and perceptions about oneself as a 

learner inhibit participation in self-directed leanllng. For the adult leamer, self-esteem is ofgreat 

importance. In fact social Iearning theory informs us that aduits will not remain involved in a 

leaniing activity or remah involved with a group, if&liation does not contribute to their self- 

esteem. 1Many adult leamers are very sensitive to criticism and need recognition, approvd and 

praise for their efforts. The message for educators of adults is that a supportive and empowering 

environment is necessary if learning is to take place (Kreisberg, 1992). 

Empo . 0. werment and Cntical Theory. Cntical theory provides a foundation for the m d y  of 

power. Rosenman (1980) emphaskes the element of cntical pedagogy in her debition of 

empowerment. She States, Tmpowement for an individual means the developrnent and use of 

mechanisms which ailow control over individual and community destinies to be exercised without 

the oppressive and unjust restraint of others" (p. 252). 

Julian Rappaport ( cited in Kreisberg, 1992) emphasizes the comection between 
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empowement and critical self-reflection. She defines empowerment "as a movement away fiom a 

paternalistic notion of helping as a way of addressing individual needs and deficiencies to a notion 

of change that focuses on assuring individuals and communities of their rights and responsibilities. 

This perspective relies on an individuals own capacities to help ourselves and othen " (p. 19). 

Empowement is a is0  linked to resistance. According to Kieffer (198 l), Rappapon 

(1981), and Solomon (1976)- when one is becorning empowered one develops the confidence and 

abiiity to criticaily reflect on one's social and political situation. The process involves reff ecting 

on, analysing and resisting social identities and interactions which have been identified as 

unfavourable or disadvantaging. 

Kieffer (198 1) links empowerment and self-directed learning. He uses the phrase 

"participatory competence" as synonymous with empowerment. Participatory competence would 

show hdividuals developing their awareness and understanding of the reasons for 

disempowerment and identifying and developing cornpetencies which would be used to enable 

thern tu participate effectively in decisions which affect their Iives. Kreisberg (1992) emphasizes 

that empowerment " demands both personal and institutional changeAt calls for alternative ways 

of thinking about ourselves ..." (p. 18). He adds that "It is a persona1 transformation out of silence 

and subrnission that is characterized by the development of an authentic voice ... and it is a " social 

process of self assertion in one's world" (p. 19). 

Cherryholmes (1988), Doyle (1993) and Popkewitz (1984) expand this idea of assertion. 

They link empowerment to the expression of individuals ' voices. in decisions conceming issues 

which affect their lives. However Popkewitz cautions that, as the educational system is a sociaily 

and culturaiiy constructed system, it is not surprising that it is replete with contradictions. 



As cited in the preceding section, the processes of cntical reflection and rational discoune 

are cent4 to empowement, and empowerment is essential to self-directedness. Critical reflection 

and inquiry are e f f i i ve  in fostenng the development of power-from-within. 

According to Freue (1970). Knowles (1980) and Mezirow (1990) the processes of critical 

reflection and rational discoune develop the individual's ~el~confidence. They cite that these 

processes allow leamers to discover and validate in themselves what they already know and as 

well these processes generate insight and new knowledge, knowledge can be used to guide future 

action. 

Schon (1987) explains that "the process of cntical reflective inquiry of ones personal 

biography constihites both the content and the consequences of reflective thinking and ... it shapes 

and restructures one's personal knowledge by transforming the individual's understandings of the 

social, political and economic cultural milieu in which the practice is situated" ( p. 3 1). 

In the first phase of this particular empowerment model, the focus group are involved in 

critical reflection and rationai discourse for the purpose of exposing oppressive power which 

functions to main, constrain , restrict and control the Iives of the less powerful. 

Oberg (1986) numerates a sequence of steps through which he daims one progresses to 

attain a level of empowerment. 

In the first step the individual focuses on one's experiences. goals, perceptions, purposes 
and values; secondly the individual attempts to identi@ and analyze the meanings or the 
reality which hdshe has constructed for rliese: thirdly the individual aims to identiQ the 
underlying assumptions upon which these ineaninçs and constructions have been 
founded. Dunng the final phase one experiences a transfomative process where newly 



constmcted goals, values, perceptions are explored and expressed in one's professional 
practice (p. 34). 

Oberg (1986) concluded that "in the course of their reflection, they begin to identiQ 

specific ways in which their practice might become more educative ... more consistent with their 

beliefs and values and their idea of the educationai good" (p. 3 1). 

Theory. A relationship exists between critical reflection and 

the theoretical foundation of this study, critical theory. 

Brookfield (1987) suggest that cntical reflection enables one to identi@ and to resist the 

efforts of holders of power who intend to controi or constrain the freedom of the less powefil. 

He links critical reflection to critical thinking which he describes as occuring "whenever we 

question why we or Our partners behave in certain ways within relationships" (p. 4). The second 

step of the confrontation phase of the empowennent model, invoives the focus group in 

developing a resistance to oppressive power. Broo kfield States t hat critical reflection engages the 

individuai in identGng, analysing and evaluating a problem and these processes function to 

develop an awareness of and resistance to accepting what is presented as rigid, unchallengeable 

and inevitable. Sirnilady Kreisberg (1992) suggests that "cntical awareness ensures that the 

individuai explores facts and interpretations, examine contradictory facts and interpretations and 

uncovering their hidden assumptions and biases. Most importantly critical awareness means that 

rather than submitting to the knowledge of others, the knower actively engages with knowiedge 

while creating new knowledge" (p. 167). 

The critical reflective process includes first, an uneasiness to submit to the traditional 
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sources of power, fouowed by an effort to substitute new knowledge and finally an etfon to 

translate this new knowledge into action (Freire, 1970, 1974). Kincheloe (199 1) daims that 

criticai analysis "negates the cult of the expert in that it exposes and undermines the myth that the 

dominant culture should detennine and direct the leaming process of the less powerful( p. 20) . 

He summarizes ''Critical anaiysis is the celebration of human self-direction ... it uncovers those 

forces which thwart participation " (p. 2 1). 

Brookfield (1987), Foucault (l980), Freire (l970), and Kreisberg (1992) al! agree that 

those who dominate, ofken stnve to constrain or suppress reflection as it rnight identiQ how the 

individual has been constrained, restrained or oppressed. They continue by claimimg that the 

powerfid may fear that reflection may generate, within those who are oppressed, a wish or an 

intention to be fiee of domination. 

Habermas (198 1) states that emancipation is an inherent component of critical reflection. 

He reasons that reflection serves not only to expose the dominant hoiders of power, whose airn is 

to prevent the less powerful from reflecting upon themselves. but also serves to assist the 

oppressed in reflecting on their own needs, interests, goals as well as reflecting on their own 

capabilities, talents, strengths. Ifwe accept Starhawk's definition of power-from-within as a 

process of identwng, infolding and expanding innate powers, then it is clear that cntical 

reflection, empowement and emancipation are inextricably interwoven. 

AU struggles for power or empowerment emphasize the importance of sharing ideals, 

communicating, discussing, working together, and developing alliances. Starhawk (1 987) states 
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that the concept of rational discourse is inherent to the process of development of 'power-fiom- 

within'. She claims that rationd discourse involves "our bonding with other human beings and 

with the environment" (p. 9). Rational discourse provides the opportunity to connect with or to 

develop alliances with others who share similar ideas, interpretations and perspectives. It provides 

oppominities for pooling ofinsights and for exploring new ways of looking at things. Rational 

discourse also provided opportunities for generating new questions and developing new 

understandings. 

In a group and through the process of rational discussion, students expenence as 

Kreisberg (1992) claims, "the process of sharing opinions and identifjing, selecting, and justifjring 

analyses and choices students are challenged to speak, to listen and to make decisions. They are 

encouraged to achieve the balance between assertion and openness so essential to ernpowerment." 

(167). Discussions facilitate participation and critical reflection, and in so doing, promote self- 

discovery and self-assessment. Discussion groups are touted by Knowles (1980) and Brooffield 

(1986) as extremely effective in enhancing adult leaming and developing student ernpowerment. 

Newmann and Wehiage (1993) define rational discourse as higher order thinking. They 

state that, 

"it requires students to manipulate information and ideas in ways that transform their 
meaning and implications, such as when students combine facts and ideas in order to 
synthesize, generalize, explain, hypothesize or arrive at some conclusions or interpretation. 
Manipulating information and ideas through these processes allows students to solve 
problems and discover new meanings and understandings" (p. 9). 

Foucault (cited in Kreisberg, 1992) identifies another function of rational discourse. He 

states that "discourse transmits and produces power, it reinforces it, but it also undermines and 
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exposes it, renders it hgde and makes it possible to thwart" ... he continues, discourse can be " a 

hindnince, a stumbling block, a point of resistance and a starting point for an opposing strategy" ( 

p. 101). 

Kreisberg fùrther elaborates on the relationship between rational discourse and 

empowerment. He descnbes rational discourse as the expression of voice. He States that " voice is 

an internai process-tied to feelings of self-confidence and self-worth and to the feelings that one 

has something to Say. And it is also an extemal process-cultivated in a context in which being 

tistened to by others reinforces the intemal belief that one has something worthwhile to say" (p. 

116). He further expands the concept of development of voice so that it merges with the concept 

of ~e~directedness .... "in developing their own voices individuals begin to become authors of 

their lives, thus voice and action are intimateiy linked" (p. 1 16). 

The literature presented in this chapter is used to ground, explore, explain, refùte or 

support the findings of this research study which will be presented in Chapter TV, Data 

Presentation and Analysis. 



CHAPTER III 

Theoretical Orientations and Methodological Considerations 

I will apply the theoretical orientations of critical theory and symbolic intemctionism to 

frame this discussion of the relationship between disempowerment or absence of adult distance 

leamers' power and low Ievels of self-directed learning . Harvey's (1990) model is relevant in 

this study as his model rnerges method, theory and epistemology to ailow the researcher to 

conduct research of a particular educationai practice. 

Critical thmry will provide a framework for understanding the problem of 

disernpowerment, that is, where and how the system functions to deny, constrain or suppress 

the development of power within the adult distance studrnt. This research is concerned with 

the stmggle against the reproduction of power and control of  those in authority, and the 

stniggle for the development of the individual's power and control over decisions that affect 

his or her Ieaming process. 

Critical pedagogy, as a particular form of critical theory, is concerned with the 

dominant sources of political. social, economic, cultural and intellectual power. The 

educational institution is a holder of these sources of power (Cherryholmes, 1988; Doyle, 

1993; Popkewitz, 1984). Critical theorists contend that the action of the dominant holders of 



power is to serve and to legitimize their own interests while ignoring, marginalking or 

dismissing the interests of the powerless or subordinate. I contend that the educational 

institution often denies students the right to to have their learning needs expressed and 

satisfied. Moreover, the imbalance of power suppresses the development of the student's 

power and the expression of that power, student voice. Freire (1970), in P-v of 

Qonres';ed describes this type of power as oppressive power which 'denies people their right to 

say their word and think their own thoughtsn (p. 121). Adult distance leamers are not holders 

of power; they are not memben of the dominant, on-campus student body, nor is distance 

education the dominant method of program deIivery. Research conducted by Garrison (1992) 

revealed that both the areas of adult education and distance education are regarded as the least 

powerfil and the least prestigious fields in the university and that they lack status, research, 

recognition and promotion. In fact, he  discovered that some faculty perceive distance 

education as holding merely a second rate status. Gore's (1993) studies reveal that institutions 

fear that the voice of the distance student will dilute or contaminate the standard of education 

provided by the institution. Consequently, distance students report that they rarely have voice 

in decisions concerning their leaming process, or when voice is permitted it is not until the end 

of the course, at feedback and evaluation time (Evans & Nation, 1989). 

Adult distance leamers are aware that the institution favors the dominant, on-campus, 

undergraduate student population. The leamers are aware that the holden of power resist 

atternpts to provide the less powefil with opportunities and expenences which develop voice. 

Kreisberg (1992) States that 'empowerment is a personai transformation out of silence 

and submission.. . it is charactenzed by the development of an authentic voice" (p. 19). Voice is 
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in contrast to silence: to not speak out, not to be listened to, to be told, to be subordinated, 

ignored and dismisseci. In contrast, voice is describeci in the language of possibility: to 

communicate to others what you mean, to speak your rnind, to detennine your own goals and 

directions and to be heard by others. In reference to educational practice, empowered learners 

demonstrate voice in collaborating with the institution in setting learning objectives, in 

determining what is considerd relevant content, in making decisions conceming choice of 

deiivery methods and techniques and in pdcipating in determining evaluation methods. 

Succinctly , empowered students are able to direct their own ieaming. In this study , the adult 

distance Iearners, in their distance ducation experiences, are not empowered as they do not 

participate in decision making concerning their own leming processes. 

Brookfield (1986) emphasizes that the struggle against inequality and for democracy in 

the educational setting, is the goal of self-directed learning. Giroux and McLaren (1984) state 

that critical theones serve 'to empower the powerless and to transform existing social 

inequities and injustices" (p. 1%). If controi over and responsibility for the learning process is 

not shared with the student, then this type of interaction will produce a subordinate and 

dependent student, not an independent and sel f-directed adult ( Aronowitz & Giroux, 1993). 

The stniggle against power of those in authority is central to the assumptions of cnticai 

theory and central to the concepts of student empowerment and adult self-directed learning 

(Kincheloe, 1991). This present study hopes to promote the stmggle for student empowerment. 

Student empowerment must be developed prior to and in preparation for self-directed learning. 



The theory of symbolic interactionism is also used to inform this study. Blumer (cited 

in Munch, 1994) describes symbolic interactionisn as a theory of meaning: "the meaning of an 

object is not inherent or characteristic to that object, rather it  is determined by the actor and by 

others' recognition and acknowledgernent of the acton' meaning attribution, which contributes 

to the continuation of the meaning ascribed to that abjectn (p. 289). Symbols are defined a 

things which indicate o r  convey meanings. The theory poses these assumptions: 

Assumption 1: Symbols that distance education institutions hold for distance students, 

and the symbols that distance students hold of themselves, do not enhance the adult distance 

leamers' selfconcepts nor heighten social identity. Sirnilarly. the symbols that the institution 

holds for distance education, do not enhance the status or standard of the practice of distance 

education. Assumption 2: Actions of the institution symbolize the meanings they hold of 

distance education and the distance education student. Munch (1994) explains that 'Meanings 

are formed, interpreted and modified by people through activities and social interactions" @. 

69). Let me discuss these assumptions beginning with the first, the relationship between 

symbols and self and social identities and the adult distance leamer. 

Assumption 1 : 1 and of t- of 

Empowerment is intimately linked to self-identity. Feelings of self-worth, self- 

confidence and sense of efficiency are correlated with feelings of possessing power. 
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In application to this study, the theory of symbolic interactionkm would propose that 

adult distance learners' low self concepts and social identities are crucial factors which 

contribute to lack of adult distance learner empowement and subsequently low levels of self- 

duected leaniing. 

Yet some of the literature concerning adult distance Iearners attributes very positive 

symbols to the identities of these learners. The assumptions of andragogy and humanism staie 

that individuah seek personal growth and wish to assume responsibility for their leaming and 

developrnent. Similarly, Knowles' Theory of Adult Leaming (cited in Mugridge and Kaufman, 

1986) States that 'adult learners, when oppominities arise for relevant learning, can and do 

demonstrate very high levels of autonomy and independence" (p. 165). According to these 

philosophies, the identity of many adult learners is not only very positive, but also satisfaction 

of the adult distance learners' needs for persona1 growth , self-actualization , self-esteem and 

empowement is c r i t i d y  important to them and cntically essential to tthe success of their 

leaming process. 

On the other hand, research of the litemtiire reveals aiso that addt distance Iearners 

hold very negative self-identities. The li terature cites that pnor identities and experiences in the 

lives of distance leamers have contributed to the formation of the current symbols and low 

self-identities distance students hold as learners. In some studies distance students reveal that 

missed educational opportunities, or overwhelming family responsibilities and high levels of 

anxiety were responsible for low academic achievement. Dropping back in to university is 

often a response to repair the injustices or the iiitquities of opportunity endured in previous 

academic experiences. Leamers feel that, through the mode of adult distance education. they 
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will have the opportunity to generate more positive symbols to attribute to their self-identities 

(Evans & Nation, 1989). 

1 believe that the symbols the adult distance learner holds of himself or herself reflect 

one who is not a knowledge expert and not a person of equai status in interactions with the 

profasors. As weU 1 believe that the institution perceives the adult distance student as a non- 

member of the dominant oncampus undergraduate student population. Based on these 

assurnptions, it is not surprising that low seIf and social identities are attributions of adult 

distance leamers. Therefore it may be expected that lack of student power and low levels of 

self-directed learning would be salien t to the adul t distance education process. 

This section WU be concemed with symbols of the practice of distance education. 

Many institutions have not constructed very positive meanings for the practice of distance 

education.The term distance education or off-campus education connotes remoteness, 

marginality and isolation. According to Fitzclarence and Kemm (cited in Penz and Neil, 

1981), the distance mode of delivery separates leamers from not only the academic institution 

including its libraries and student programs and service organizations, but distance education 

isolates lemers from professors and other students who cm support and enhance the l m e r s '  

learning process. Despite the use of modem computer technology, this study argues that the 

distance mode of delivery continues to restrict social interaction between student and those 

who have the potential to contribute to his or her learning. 

Smith's studies (cited in Gore, 1993) prove to be very damning; he reports that " to 



m e ,  who espouse traditionai approaches, the term distance education is a contradiction in 

tems" (p. 70). As the symbols held for the practice of distance education suggest an inferior 

or second rate standard of education in cornparison to the on-campus traditional mode of 

educationai delivery . 

Let us now discuss how the actions of the distance institutions symbolize the meanings 

that they hold of distance education and of the distance education lemer. 

Social interactions reveal that the symbols held for the practice of distance education 

are low and negative. Many academic institutions treat their distance education programs as 

marginal to their mandates. For example, it is not uncommon for distance education programs 

to be offered through a limited selection of short programs in continuing education and 

extension services of institutions and in graduate studies programs. Pederson and Fleming 

(cited in Gore, 1993) emphasize that rnost often "the study of distance education is perceived 

by faculty as an area of endeavour which is second raten(p. 69). 

However opposing points of view are expressed by Silver (1990). He argues that 

distance techniques and technologies are usually used at al1 levels from adult basic education to 

p s t  gmduate study by a variety of institution types and reputations and that the meaning 

attribution of low status or marginal status is unfounded (cited in Gore, 1993). 

However, despite the daims that modem distance technology makes, I feel that the 

practice of adult distance education does not facilitate development of student empowerment, 

and consequently, does not promote adult self-directed education. I argue that the symbols and 
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meanings that institutions have constructed for the delivery mode of distance education, as weU 

as the individual and social identities that have been constnrcted for distance education students 

have created an imbalance of power. In social interactions between the professor and the adult 

distance leamer, power and esteem are tipped in favor of the professor and the institution and 

away from the student. As a result, the symbols ascribed to the adult distance learners have 

prescribed interactions that have disadvantaged the learners. For example, social interactions 

have prescribed a teacher-directed not a student -direct& leaming process. It is the professor 

who assesses the student's educational needs and it is the professor who prescribes and 

dispenses what is appropriate information.Taife1 (cited in Munch. 1994) warns that an 

individual will not remah a member of a group, and will seek membership in another group, 

if affiliation or membership does not contribute to his/her positive self identity and self- 

esteem. He warns that distance education students will simply leme educational situations that 

do not treat them as valued, independent adults wish to be treated. 

in this research study, criticai theory and the theory of symbolic interactionism wiil be 

used to help examine my contention that developing the student's 'power-from-within' or in 

other words unfolding and expanding positive self and social identities would define student 

empowerment. An empowered student would be  able to direct hislher own leaming process. 

The development of the studen t's power-frorn-wi thin, w hich would be expressed in student- 

directed leaming, is critical to adult distance education and central to this research. 



Methodological Considerations 

Introductiorl 

Building o n  the previous theoretical orientations, a qualitative ethnographic research 

design was chosen to conduct this study of adult learner empowerment and the practice of self- 

directeci learning and the distance mode of delivery. LeCompte and Preissle (1993) recommend 

that qualitative research methods be used in research studies which are concemed with such 

complex issues as leaming or educational initiatives in post secondary environments. Similariy 

Keiffer (1 98 1) contends that as "empowennent is an interactive and highly subjective relationship 

of individuals and their environment, .. . it demands innovation in qualitative ethnographic 

methodology.. a special strategy to capture the intense experience of human stmggle and 

transformation" (p. 15). Foliowing these recommendations, I have identified qualitative research 

methodology as appropriate to this study of adult learner empowerment and self-directed leaming. 

e Research Design 

The research design of this study includes the foilowing qualitative data collection 

techniques: (1 .) participant observation. (2.) prelirninary questionnaire . (3 .) research of related 

literature, (4.) focus group leaniing and project, (5 . )  document analysis. Mathison (cited in 

Garrison, 1988) contends that "Good research practice obligates the researcher to triangulate, 

that is to use multiple methods, data sources and researchers to enhance the validity of the 
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research findings" (p. 13). Dunaway and Baum (1984), Hay (1986) and Thompson (1988) ( cited 

in Marshaii and Rossman, 1989) advise that using merely interview techniques may present 

problems of reiiabiliv and validity. Lecompte & Preissle (1993) inform us that' the use of multiple 

data collection strategies ensures reliability and validity of research results as the weakness of one 

method is compensated for by the other techniques. I wiU now descnbe each data collection 

technique used in this study. 

Dunng the 1997 Winter semester at Memonal University, while taking a course through 

the distance delivery mode, 1 assumed the role of participant-obsewer. 1 involved the graduate 

students and professors in the Faculty of Education at this university in this research study. As 1 

am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education, Post secondary Leadership Speciaiïty, 1 had 

easy access to the research site and to the research sample. Opportunities for frequent contact 

with professors who taught graduate-level courses through distance education, and contact with 

graduate students who studied through distance education, were not problematic. During that 

tirne 1 recorded observations and cornmunications between myself and the professors and between 

myself and other snidents in the course. 

The data collection technique of participant observation contnbuted to informing me of 

the theoreticai foundations of the study and as well as contributed to identifjing other data 

collection techniques, as focus group leaming and project and document analysis, as appropnate 

to thjs research. 



To assure comparability, reliability and validity, an atypical sarnple of distance education 

students was selected from the sampling universe of dl graduate candidates taking courses 

towards the degree of master of education, Post Secondary and Leadership specialities. This 

atypical sample of students was identified as they are familiar with the body of literature 

surrounding the issues which are cnticai to this study: andragogy, self-directed learning and 

distance education. Potential for success would be highest with this sample. Kasworm (1983) 

supports my choice of research sample. Her studies revealed that potential for self-directed 

leaming is greatest among adult leamers snidying in post secondary educational institutions. 

To idente the research sample, 1 met with the CO-ordinator of the master of education 

post secondary speciality to request permission to use her class list to contact the students in this 

program. I contacted the students through electronic mail. The communication contained a Ietter 

which introduced me as a master of education candidate, described the nature and purpose of my 

study, contained an outline of the focus group activities, defined the role participants would play 

in the research and requested the student's participation. Appendix A contains this 

correspondence. 

In addition, the electronic mail message contained a confirmation questionnaire. This short 

questionnaire was adapted fiom the Confidence Scale developed by Hany Stanton and described 

in his article entitled "Independent Study: A Matter of Confidence" in David Boud's (198 1) book 

F Student Autonomv in Leaminq. Those who wished to be participants in the research, 

indicated their intent by completing the questionnaire and returning it, along with the ietter of 

infonned consent, via electronic mail or by delivery to my office in the university. The 
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questionnaire asked the students to rate their level of interest in student-directed leaming; to rate 

their level of interest in leaniing through the distance education mode of delivery; and to rate the 

levei ~fse~confidence that they hold in their abilities as students on a scale of l(1ow) to 10 

(hi@). Appendix B contains the confirmation questionnaire. 

Those questionnaires which when analysed, identified individuals who (a.) indicated a high 

level of interest in self-directed learning and (b.) indicated a low level of satisfaction in the 

distance education process, were identified as the research sample: the focus group. This group 

participated in the focus group leaming and project component of the data collection process. 

Each member of the focus group had obtained a baccalaureate degrees: three graduated in 

the faculty of arts, one in the faculty of nursing and one in the faculty of social work. Two held 

degrees in both in the arts and in the education faculties and these individuals had also taught 

courses at the post-secondary level through distance mode of delivery. Two mernbers were full 

tirne students and three were part-time students. 

The Empowerb Model: Focus Group Learnine and Pro- 

I designed the model to facilitate empowerment of the student, that is, to facilitate 

development and expansion of what Starhawk tems power-from-within. I hoped that from this 

process would emerge an empowered student; a student who would be able to design and direct 

hislher own leaming process. 

The design of this model is based on Kieffer's 198 1 design model, dialogic retrospection. 

This mode1 involved him in requesting ten civic activists to review transcripts, then interviewing 

them conceming their expenences in developing, what he termed, "participatory cornpetence", a 
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concept similar to collaborative leaming. The model used in this present study will also require the 

focus group to review transcripts, then to reflect on academic experiences and finally to corne to 

group i n t e ~ e w s  prepared to discuss their opinions conceming the concept of empowement, the 

delivery mode of distance education and the practice of self-directed learning. 

Dowerment Model . 

This model involved the focus group in three main activities: leaming, critical reflection 

and rational discourse. Alexander and Iudy (1988) and Mugndge and Kauhan (1986) state that 

learners, who undergo the ernpowerment process, need cornpetence in certain activities, skills or 

mechanism which would serve as tools in this process. Candy (199 1) agrees when he States that 

"leamer autonomy must be developed through deliberate exposure to certain educational and 

social experiences" (p. 299). 

This model intends to provide the tools of knowledge through textud readings, as well as 

opportunities to leam and to exercise the skills of critical reflection and rational discourse, 

Each one of these components will now be described. 

m o w I e d s  1 provided the focus group with readings on the theory and 

application of critical reflection and rational discourse. Knowledge of and expertise in these skills 

would contribute to the learner's ability to participate in discussions with other students and with 

the institution, in sharing ideas, exploring issues, confronting and solving problems and making 

decisions concerning the leaming process. In sum, acquisition of knowledge would suppon the 

leamers' struggle for control and direction over their own leaming. 

In addition, 1 developed papers on cntical theory and symbolic interactionism, the theones 
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which fhme this study. In generating the paper conceming cntical theory, 1 drew pnrnarily on the 

works of Gibson, Giroux and McLaren, Kanpol, Kincheloe and Popkewitz. In generating the 

paper on symbolic interactionism, I drew primarily on the works of Blumer, Denzin and 

Habermas. 

1 provided the focus group with readings conceming adult education, empowerment, self- 

directed learning, as weii as case studies of self-directed leaming initiatives. The following is a list 

of some of these articles : A Cntical Definition of Adult Education by S. Brooffield: Critical 

Thinking and Self-Directed Learning in Adult Education: An Analysis of Responsibility and 

Control Issues by D. R. Gamson; Self-Directed Learning,by R. Caffarella; Meaningfùl and 

Meaningiess Experience: Towards and Analysis of Learning From Life by P. Jarvis; Unrestraining 

Liberty: Adult Education and the Ernpowerment of Persons by S. S tanage. 

1 also provided the following articles fiom Developing Student Autonow by D. Boud: 

Student PIanned Leamhg by J. Stephenson; Toward Student Responsibility for Learning by D. 

Boud; Independent Study : A Matter of Confidence by H. Stanton; Student Autonorny in 

Learning Medicine: Some Participants' Experiences by B. Ferrier, M. Narrin. and J. 

SeidmanCase studies fiom Tough's book The Adults' Leamin5 Proiects : A Fresh Approach t~ 

. . 
eorv and Practrce in Adult Learn ing were provided as well. 

1 am aware that my biases are evident in determining that these topics are central to 

empowennent and coilaborative leaming; however, Patton (1 990) informs us that "in qualitative 

studies, the researcher's insights, ideas and impressions can become part of the data of the study 

and inform the process of data collection" ( p. 242). 

onal Discourse. These processes were seiected as essential 
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components of the empowerment rnodel. Kreisberg (1992) would support my choice. He 

contends that the empowement process mua "provide opportunities for dialogue and rational 

discourse, problem solving and decision making, where leamers feel supported to demonstrate 

these cornpetencies and gain mastery and control over their own livesy' (p. 172). 

Critical theoty, a theoretical foundation of this study, also supports the use of critical 

reflection and rational discourse. Cherryholrnes (1988), Doyle (1 993), Freire (1 974), Kincheloe 

(1991). and Popkewitz (1987) al1 concur that critical theory and cntical reflection have the 

potentid to link reason to freedorn and equality and to link oppression to that which is illogicai . 

To promote the process of critical reflection and rational discourse, a list of twenty 

guiding questions was generated and provided with each set of readings. Appendix B contains a 

List of these questions. 

The focus group was requested to read the transcripts and to use the questions to guide 

reflection on the issues presented in the transcripts and to guide reflection of their own personal 

experiences related to the issues. Lecompte and Preissle (1993) daim the benefit of reflection on 

life histories, as a research technique. They daim that data revealed through self-reflection can be 

used to infonn researchers how individuals construct self-identities. S ince the constnicts of 

empowement and self-identities are interwoven, the process of critical self-reflection was selected 

as a component of the focus group leaming and project data collection technique. 

Foliowing the activities of reading of the textual materials and cntical reflection, the focus 

group was requested to corne to the discussion sessions prepared to share their responses to the 

questions and to engage in rational discourse. 



Irnplementation of the Model 

The focus group leanllng and project was carried out in the spring of 1997. There were 

alternating weeks of reflection- and-reading and rational discourse over a six week period. During 

one week the focus group would be asked to study the transcripts, to reflect on their expenences 

in relation to the readings and to generate responses to the guiding questions. The following 

weeiq the focus group would meet for a 2 hour discussion session to share in rational discourse, 

their reflections and their responses. The cycle of one week of individual study- and-reflection 

followed by one week of group discussion, was repeated over a six week period. The focus group 

sessions were held in a seminar room at Mernorial University. Ali sessions were audio-taped, al1 

data was transcnbed verbatim, and stored on a computer disc. The data was entered into 

Ethnograph, a data storage and retrieval computer research software package and then analysed. 

The empowerrnent mode1 consisted of three phases: (1 .) The Confiontation Phase, (2.) 

The Healiig Phase, (3.) The Demonstrating Phase. Each of these phases will be discussed briefly. 

A more comprehensive discussion will be presented in Chapter 1 V: Data Presentation and 

Analysis. 

on I : The Confiontation Phase: 

One week prior to the first focus group discussion session, the members were given 

transcripts on the theories and practice of critical theory and symbolic interactionkm as well as 

transcripts on the theory and practice of critical reflection and rational discourse. A list of guiding 

questions was also provided. 
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The focus group was asked to read, refiect on, and problematize the issues presented in 

the transcripts. They were required to corne to the sessions prepared to share, in discussions, their 

responses to questions. At the sessions, in non-scheduled standardized inte~ews,  the focus group 

was involved in discussions of cntical theory, oppressive power and disempowerment and 

disempowering and ernpowering social interactions. 

It was intended that through the activities of leaniing, critical reflection and rational 

discourse, that the knowledge acquired of the critical theory and its practice, would develop an 

awareness of the presence and the effect of oppressive power. In this phase it was hoped that the 

focus group would experience feelings ofresistance to oppressive power, as it is this type of 

power which suppresses the development of the student's 'power-fiorn-within'. 

Session 2: The Healin~ Phase 

One week pnor to the second session, the focus group was given transcripts on readings 

concerning theories, concepts and perspectives related to empowerment, adult leanùng and 

development as well as case studies of self- directed leaming initiatives canied out at post- 

secondary institution. The focus group members were asked to read these transcripts and use the 

techniques of criticai reflection to analyse the readings. The group would use the guiding 

questions to identiQ and explore personal cornpetencies, strengths and areas of knowledge and 

expertise. Identification, unfolding and expansion of the student's power-from-within would 

hopefuiiy enhance selfiesteem. Psychotherapists inform us that if an individual's perceptions c m  

be modified then it is highly likely that hisher behaviour will be altered accordingly (Bandura, 

1977). A student who had developed power-fi-om-within would hopehlly express that ableness 



through the pnictice of seff4irected leaming. Again the focus group came to the sessions 

prepared to share their reflections and to participate in discussions. 

ion 3: r l e r n w a t  

The purpose of the final session was to enable the students who had now developed the 

powers that reside within, to display that competency. Mishler (cited in Evans and Nation, 1989) 

contends that "to be empowered is not only to speak one's voice and to have one's Say but to 

apply that 'understanding' amived at to action" ( p. 20 1). Dunng this sessioh the focus group was 

asked to demonstrate that they had developed power-fiorn-within by designing their own leaming 

contraas. The focus group was provided with fonn contracts adapted from learning contracts 

designed by Tough (1970) and Stephenson (198 1). Appendk C contains a sample self-directed 

leamhg contract. 

The leaniing contracts which were generated during the final phase of the focus group and 

leaming project. The learning contraas were analysed to idenrie whether the focus group 

demonstrated, by completing the contracts appropnately, that they could improve their ability 

to direct their own leaming. If the focus group had developed 'power-from-within' then they 

would be able to determine their own learning needs; to set their own leaming objectives, to 

determine course content; to identify leaming resources and delivery methods and to select 

evaiuation techniques (Stephenson, 198 1 ; Tough, 197 1 ). The ability to generate a self-directed 

leaming contract would be considered evidence of development of the leamer's power-from- 
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within and an afEnnation of the research model's potential. in these specific areas, to facilitate the 

empowennent process. 

For this researcb the data collection techniques of review of the literature, participant 

observation, focus group leaniing and project and document analysis, comprehensively addressed 

my research needs. Although each technique was effective, the technique of focus group leaniing 

and project provided the most insightful findings. Ml focus group members enthusiastically 

embraced the opportunity provided to share their persona1 retlections and perceptions. 1 attnbute 

this enthusiasm partially to the fact that al1 the participants knew each other at the beginning of 

the sessions, and later in the process. becarne fiends. This factor contributed to the development 

of trust and openess that was necessary for sharing personal reflections and perceptions which in 

tum yielded a weakh of data conceming their expenences of their learning processes. 



CHAPTER 1V 

Data Presentation and Analysis 

The data coilection techniques select& for this research study included (1 .) participant 

observation, (2.) research of the literature and (3.) focus group learning and project. 

Preliminary collection of data for this study was begun in the winter of 1996 at 

Memonal University of Newfoundland. For this study, research of the literature was 

conducted concerning the concepts of empowerment, self-directed leaming, adult 

Ieaming and deveiopment, as well as a study of qualitative research methodology. 

In the winter semester of 1997, I took a graduate level course at Mernorial 

University through the distance education mode of delivery and thus began the data 

coilection technique of participant observation. This data coilection technique reveded 

these following broad parameters of the study: (1 .) the major issues central to the study 

of adult education, distance education and empowerment, and (2.) the theoreticai 

foundations, cntical theory and symbolic interactionism . 

Through the technique of participant observation, 1 recognized that cntical 

theory would provide the foundation for the research. In addition 1 recognized the 
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presence of oppressive power in the distance education system. 1 identified that 

oppressive power is often causal to high levels of students' dissatisfaction with the 

distance mode of delivery, Iow levels of student power and low levels of selfdirected 

learning. Statistics reveal that these conditions are not at al1 uncommon to most 

graduate and distance programs in many postsecondary educational institutions. 

Through the technique of participant observation, 1 identified that the theory of 

symbolic interactionism would aiso provide a framework for discussion of symbols, 

meaning and interactions associated with the practice of adult distance education. The 

use of the theory of symbolic interactionism would support my hypothesis that syrnbols 

of low social identities, which are ofien ascnbed to the adult distance student 

population, are responsible in part, for teacher-directed rather than student-directed 

social interactions between the aduk distance learner and the institution. 

US on 

In the spring of 1997, 1 implemented the focus group Ieaming and project 

component of the data collection process. The focus group leaming and project data 

collection technique provided the research with interesting findings. 1 implemented an 

intervention model, designed to facilitate the process of student empowerment. to a 

focus group of five graduate distance education students. 1 selected the processes of 

cntical reflection and rationai discourse, which I considered essential components to 



empowement, to constitute part of the rnodei. As well, the focus group would be 

engaged in reading and analyzing textual matenal, in refiecting on their academic 

expenences, and in sharing these perspectives participating in discussion sessions. 

Textual materials, descnbed in Chapter 1 1 1 : Theoretical Orientations and 

Methodological Considerations, included articles concerning the processes and practices 

of critical reflection and rational discourse and readings on critical theory and the 

theory of symboiic interactionism. In addition, position papen conceming the theories 

and practices of andragogy and empowerment and case studies concerning selfdirected 

learning initiatives canied out at other post secondary institutions were also provided. 

ow- Implementation of the 

empowering rnodel included three phases: (1.) The Confrontation Phase, (2.) The 

Healing Phase and (3.) The Demonstrating Phase. The foliowing diagram can be used 

to guide the reader through the phases of the empowerment model; a description of 

each of the phases will follow. 



GClIDING MODEL FOR DEVELOPING P O - - F R O M - m  

Confkontation Phase 

Step 1 : 
Deveio ping Awareness 
of Freedorn 
to Criticize 

Step 2: 
Resistance t O 

Oppresive Power 

P M E  2 

Healing Phase 

Step 1 : 
Understaadhg Reasons 
for Disempowerment 

Step 2: 
Kdentifjhg, Unfolding 

and Expanding 
Power-From-W~thui 

PHASE 3 

Demonsmhg 
Empowermcnt 

Step 1: 
Expressing Deveiopment 
of Power-From- W~thin 

S tep 2: 
Genaating 

SeBDirected Leaming 
Contracts 

The c o ~ n t a î i o n  phase consisted of two s ~ .  During the fint step, the focus gmup 

deveioped an awarrness of the prrsence of oppressive pwer  dong with a sense of frecdom to 

aiticize that powa. During the second step the focris group developed a resistaacc to 

oppressive power, that is, nsistance to power which suppmses dwelopment of the powa that 



resides within the student. These steps will now be described. 

F-rn To C w e  W a v e  Po=. . - .  

During this first step of the empowerment process, the focus group was given reading 

on the theones and practices of aitical theory and sy mbolic interactionism. They were given 

guiding questions based on the readings and were requested to corne to the discussion sessions 

prepared to share their reflections and their responses to the questions. 

The followùig questions, which 1 identified as cenval to the discussion of cntical theory 

and to its impact on empowerment of the adult distance learner and to the practice of self- 

directeci learning, were posed during this first step of the confrontation phase. The focus group 

dernonstrated that they were aware of, and prepared to expose, those who held the greatest 

share of power in the education system. In the process of rational discourse they provided 

these responses to the question: 

Question: Who holds power and who exerts control over the education process, that is 

whose needs and interests are served? 

'The institution determines entrance requirements, sets academic standards, sets goals 
and objectives for the course, structures the course, determines teaching and learning 
rnethodologiesn . 

'The student may be included in the decision making concerning very, very minor 
decisions . For example, if the professor wishes, h e  or she may suggest topics for research 
Papen, then the student has power to make decisions but only from arnong these optionsn. 
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The group indicated that other student factions, such as undergraduate students and on- 

campus students, did hold sume power. This factor was revealed in this student's reflection of 

her on-campus experiences: 

'From my experience as an on-campus student, l felt that I had the right to have input, 
to change or revise the course. It was cornmon for assignments to be modified or for even 
examinations to be canceiied aii together because of face-to-face, in-class student-professor 
negotiation. In fact new course goals and objectives were sometimes set by students in the 
classroom". 

Through the processes of critical reflection and rational discourse the focus group 

pooled their knowledge concerning their reflections and academic experiences. As a result, 

they generated the conclusion that adult distance students hold very littie power over decisions 

conceming their own learning processes. They, as a group, affirmed that it is the educational 

institution which makes most major decisions concerning the leming process. It is therefore 

the institution which holds most power over the adult distance leamer's leaming process and in 

cornparison, the adult distance lemer holds very M e  power. 

The awareness of this imbaiance of power, generated through cnticai reflection and 

rational discourse, agrees with the literature. S tudies by Candy ( 199 1) , Fullan ( 1993), 

Ganison (1989), and Pentz and Neil (1981) establish the fact that adult distance students are 

not members of the dominant, undergraduate student body, nor is distance education is the 

dominant method of program delivery. Because of these factors, it is indicated that adult 

distance students may be one of the most disempowered groups in the university. 



This step was characterizai by a sense of what 1 describe as 'permission to cnticize' 

traditional sources or holders of power. The reading, reflections and discussions turned the 

attention of the focus group toward those who hold power. The focus group realized that the 

university holds a great deal of power yet has not shared power with those who have very littie 

power. In fact, the group identified that the powerful have succeeded in suppressing or 

restricting the development of the students' powers. Friere (1974) in his description of 

conscientizacao, which 1 have presented in the literature review, describes this step as one in 

which the oppressed are awakened to the fact they have been disempowered. Kieffer (l981), 

Kreisgberg (1992), and Rappaport (1981) dl concur that developing a cnticai awareness of 

structures that serve to disempower is the first step Ieading to empowerment of those who are 

oppressed. 

The empowement mode1 at this stage was effective. I perceiveci that the reading of 

textual materials provided the focus group with the knowledge they needed to be able to 

identiw the presence and practice of oppressive power. Similarly the processes of criticai 

reflection and rational discourse provided the  focus group with the tools and the opportunity to 

explore, question, analyse and evduate oppressive power. Schon (1987) would support my 

perspective, he is emphatic in his clairn that critical reflection "shapes and restructures personai 

knowledge. .. develops undentanding of the social, political and economic milieun 

(p. 31). 



In this second step of the confrontation phase the group developed a resistance to 

traditionai ways of doing things, or rules of the game established by those who hold power. 

Kincheloe (1991) proposes that critical reflection and analysis 'negates the cult of the expert in 

that it exposes and undermines the myth that the dominant culture should determine and direct 

the learning process of the less powerfuln (p. 20). 

These quotes, provided by the focus group, in response to the following questions, are 

characterized by an uneasiness or a tension and subsequently, by a resistance to the holders of 

oppressive power . 

Question: What are the needs and interests of the distance education student; have these needs 

and interests been served ? 

'1 feel, and learning theorists state this too, that discussions are extremely important at 
the graduate level.. .discussions set the checks and balances for your own opinions compared 
with the opinions of others in the class; unfortunately discussions are most often absent from 
graduate distance education . . " 

''1 agree, I feel that communication, mentoring, student-to-student interaction: ail these 
describe quality education. However the university fails to provide ihese things, even though 
the technology is in place.. . .social interaction is minimal through the  distance moden. 

A recurring theme is evident here: despite the modem technology that is used in 

distance education delivery, distance leamers continue to argue that their needs for interaction, 
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discussion and input in the educational process is severely limited. Another focus group 

member added her voice to the cornplaint. 

'1 agree with you . . . 1 know what 1 need . . .I need social interaction.. . discussions.. just 
tallcing with people. 1 just don? get the maximum benefit or reach my potential without 
contact. 1 don? like not having contact. 1 am a learner who needs to be face-to face, hands 
on, visual, concreten. 

The element of resistance to oppressive power, as power. which is not sacred and 

infallible, but power which denies individuals their rights, is again evident in this response. 

'1 have a right to have input in the more important decirions concerning rny life, 
including my own learning process.. . . 1 have the right and also the respnsibility to 
participate. Students should participate to ensure that there is a correlation between leaniing 
needs and the course content; or to ensure that the teaching-leaming methodology suggested 
for the course were ones that which best promoted leamingn. 

A feeling of resistance to oppressive power was also generated concerning the issue of 

professional identity. Members reportai that it was very disconcerting to discover that their 

previous acadernic experiences and professional workplace experiences were ignored and 

devalued. They descnbed themselves as mid-career professionals who had much to contribute. 

For example, one focus group member described an academic experience where her 

professional expertise was acknowledged by the professor and subsequently contributed to the 

learning process of the other adult leamers as well as the professor hirnself. She stated that, for 

her, it was a very positive and empowenng experience. She said: 



'Professors often don't realize how much w e  have to offer..professors can learn fiom 
adult leamers as weii. For example, one course I did, 1 told the class that rny biggest 
professionai challenge was teaching in a multigrade classroom where there was only a one 
child in the kindergarten class. The professor was very cornfortable with the fact that he had 
never shared this experience. My perspectives on many topics covered in that course, 
enlightened him and the other students too . ..it also prepared him for papen and assignments 
which 1 would submit.The professor did not feel that he  had to be the expert al1 the time ..this 
professor had confidence in me; he redized that at times students are experts too.. . when this 
is acknowledged and permitteci, it develops the student's powef. 

From analysis of this data, there is little doubt that, for the focus group, social 

interaction between student and professor and among students was critical to graduate study. 

Learning theones propose that social interaction and in the form of critical thinking and 

discussion is necessary to effective Leaming . Giroux (l988), Kincheloe (199 1) , Mugridge & 

Kaufman (1986). and Schon (1987) conclude that through critical inquiry and discussion, 

leamers have an opportunity to share ideas, knowiedge and opinions and to expand their 

understanding of issues. Similarly , studies by Friere (EW), Brookfield (l986), Knowles 

(1980) and Kreisberg (1992), in support of the focus group's contention, concur that small 

group discussions enhance leaming as they facilitate self-assessrnent and self-discovery. 

However in cornparison, the group expressed concerns that although social interaction, 

reflection and discussion were an integral part of on-campus study, unfortunateiy, these were 

absent from graduate distance study. Shale (1990) supports these arguments; he warns that al1 

components which are essential to learning should be components of distance education. 

According to the findings of this research, the distance education institution fails in its 

responsibility to support the students' learning processes. The participants in this focus group 

would certainly agree. 



In addition, aithough professional work experience is rareiy vaïued by professors, the 

focus gro~fp argued that it iaforms and contributes to their learning process and it should be 

acknowledged as doiag such. The Iiterature on experieatial Iearning presented by Kolb (1984) 

supports the data. Kolb's studies meai that knowledge is created h m  prior üfe and work 

experiences and that for the adult leamer, experience is an important source of generating 

know ledge. 

The focus group reflected with the purpose of detennining whether their leaniing needs 

had been weii served by the institution, which was the principai hoider of power. Mezirow 

(1990) maintains that 'Centrai to adult learning, raîher than elaborating established meaning 

schemes, is the process of reflecting back on prior learning to determine whether whai we have 

learned is justified under present circumstances. This is a mcial Ieaming process egregiously 

ignored by Iearning theorists" (p. 4). 

The focus group, through the processes of criticai refiection and rational discoune, 

determined tbat their leaniiog needs had not been satisfied; aiso they were uneasy with the fact 

that the n d s  of the power holders were aimost continually met. Added to this, they felt 

insuited that the institution did not share their womes concerning the quality of education 

which the distance d e  of deiivery provided. 
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Resistance to oppressive power was again evident as the group questioned the right and 

the responsibility of the institution to make decisions concerning their learning, for them. 

Rappaport's (1981) defines empowerment as a movement toward identimng one's own needs 

and deficiencies and as a rnovement toward demanding one's rights and responsibilities. The 

necessity to resolve the problem related to oppressive power and to dissipate the tension, which 

chamcterized this stage, was a right and a responsibility that they felt they should assume. 

When a resolution is called for as in this situation, Mezirow (1990) advises that 'in 

order to determine which interpretation is valid and justifiable we can do one of two things: we 

can test the interpretation against an official standard or authority on the issue or we can 

through the process of rational discourse decide by consensusn (p. LO). He continues, 'our 

greatest assurance of objectivity cornes from exposing an expressed idea to rational and 

reflective discounen (p. 10). Habermas (1984) agrees with Mezirow, he  opines that 'rationai 

discourse involves an analysis and evaiuation of the perspectives of both conflicting groups. 

Through this reflection, anaiysis and evaluation, a decision is arrived at as to which perception 

is appropriate and which perspective is unacceptable and illogical" (p. 276). 

In application to this present study, it was evident that the problematic situation, would 

require the focus group to engage in analysis and discussion in hope of arriving at a resolution. 

The focus group deliberated and concluded that the adult distance leamers' learning process 

has been constrained. The distance education process did not support the adult distance 

leamers' learning processes as it did not provide the ingredients essentiai to a quality 

education. They felt that their resistance to authonty and their accusations were indeed 

justifîed and that the interpretation held by the institution was not a valid one. 



In addition, at this stage, individuals reaüzed that personaï concems and perceptions 

were shared, tested and supportai by the other mernbers of the focus group. Feelings, such as 

these which engender confidence, self-esteem and worth are claimed to be correlated with 

empowerment.1 thus wncluded that the processes of critical reflection and rational discourse 

served to numire development of the focus group's powers-from-within. 

'UP, 

through the tools of reflection and discussion, discovered new knowledge. They uncovered a 

new strain of oppressive power. Kreisberg (1992) would support the effectiveness of these 

processes to create new knowledge. He daims that ' As the individual is involved in exploring 

facts and interpretations, exarnining contradictory perspectives, questionhg assumptionsn.. . , 

the process may involve, .. 'generating new knowledge, knowledge of a unique strain of 

oppressive powef (p. 167). A new strain of power, which I labelled power which poisons the 

root was discovered. Power which poisons the root creates conditions where it is not possible 

for the individual's power-from-within to exist. 1 identifieci this new strain of power in these 

responses given by the focus group at various times throughout the discussion sessions. 

One focus group mernber revealed that the students' attention is often distracteci or re- 

routed from their own leaming proceses. 



'The institution can determine what matters, what is important or what is trivial. If a 
professor reveais a bias, the students who naturally want to get good grades, rechannel their 
attention and energies away from their own educational needs or their own particular aptiîudes 
or academic abilities and re-route that energy to comply or to serve the professors' bias or area 
of interest. The student's leanllng potential is often left untapped, hidden, undiscovered. ." 

Another focus group member reportai that power is sometimes so oppressive that 

students are too intimidated to express their abilities and cornpetencies: 

" Sometimes exercising power cm serve to h m  the student; once a student is bumed 
he/she is cautious about exercising power a second time. For example students may exercise 
autonomy by selecting special topics for assignments based on personal and professional 
expenences in that specific area. In these cases it is often very difficult for the professor, who 
does not share interest, knowledge or expertise in that ara ,  to know how to evaluate the 
student fairly. Unfortunately it is not until the student receives the final grade at the end of the 
course, that hdshe realizes that evaluation has not been fair. The student is therefore penalized 
for exercising autonomy. You can get bumed ". 

Another respondent complained that practical mechanisrns, which might provide for 

development of studen t power, are absent. 

'Because the adult distance leamer is 'distant', interaction between the professor and 
the l m e r  is limited. Opportunities for students to ask their own questions, and thereby 
acquire the information that they need for leaming, are restricted by lack of contact among 
students and between students and professors. The university does not give the professors time, 
nor set up mechanisms, which would allow the professors to get input from the adult distance 
students conceming how to make graduate education more effective and successful". 

One student revealed, and several others agreed, that criteria of success in a course or 

program is, at times, withheld. 



'In one coune the critexia of sucass was v a y  mat and arnbiguous; what was 
required in order to do welI in the course, wasa secret For example, the assignment 
rq-ents, the themes of the lêctures, and the requirements for successfiil prfomance 
w e  very eiusive. 1 remernber that up to one week before the end of the couse the professon 
had net d u a t e d  and renirned even one ayignrnent! We were not sure whcrhcr WC w a e  OU 
the right track or whether we had miYed the point of the course entircly. The remit was that 
we a i l  felt so tentative, cautious and unsure of o d v e s .  The Leaniing procm was so 
disempowering " . 

It is in these responses, which 1 interpreted as evidence of power which poisons 

the root, as this type of power severeiy limits opportunities for adult distance learners to 

develop their own powers-from-within. 

The healing phase consisted of 2 steps. During the 6rst step the f o w  grwp was involved 

in understanding the reasons for theu disempowerment. huing the second step they wen 

invoived in identifyllig, unfoldhg and expancihg th& iaDate powers. 

The theory of symbolic intaactionism provided a h e w o r k  h m  which the f o w  group, 

through personai reflection and discussion, codd anive at an understanding of the underlying 

reasons for lack of power. Mezirow (1990) informs us that what is of grrat 'Sgmficance to 

most adult le-ng is undenrunàïng the maning ( originai italics in text) of what others 



communicate conceming values, ideaf s, feelings, justice, love, labour, autonomy , 

cornmitment, and demomcyn (p. 8). A dearer understanding of the problem would bring the 

focus group a step cioser toward resolving the problem. 

During this phase the focus group was given readings on the theory and practice of 

symbolic interactioiiism and asked to corne to the sessions prepared to dimss their responses 

to the guiding questions relevant to sym bols, rneanings, identities and social interactions 

concerning adul t distance education. These questions, central to the assumptions of sym bolic 

interactionism and the constructs of adult education and empowement, were posed and 

discussed during the focus group discussion session. 

Question: What symbols are held by the university and by the distance education 

students of the practice of distance education? What symbols are held of the aduit distance 

student by the institution and by the students of themselves? 

AU respondents indicated that many symbols associate- with distance education were 

negative. 

'Distance ducation ? . . . . . . it me it is m e d y  'an illusion' . . . critical inquiry and 
discussion is swerely limited. .therefore by definition, it cannot be hue graduate education. I 
think that the institution perceives distance as a showcase.. an opportunity to show off the 
technology it offers ". 

"The institution describes itseself as . . 'the ivory bwer' and the profasor is 'the expert 
and the adult distant student as 'oniy a student' ... distance education? ... as it is off-campus it 
is not considered an integral part of the academic community" 



'1 agree with ihat symboiism.. . . . .the institution thinks of a distance student as someone 
who is 'on the fiinge'. . . 'out of the loop' ...." 

One member of the focus group recounted this story: 

When I think of a symbol for distance education courses, 1 think of isolation 
units.. . there is very iittle physical, social and inteiiectuai intetaction between the student and 
others in the system. Let me teil you about my experiences. One evening 1 received a 
telephone caii h m  another distance student in the coune. He said ' I don't know if 1 should 
be ielephoning you and talking to YOU, as this is a distance course. He asked if he was 
cheating by making contact with me.. . distance to him syrnbolized lack of contact and contact 
was not permitted. Gosh, he was practicaliy w hispering into the telephone receiver! " 

Distance education is syrnbolized as . . . . .a 'power disperser'. .students are dispersed, 
so their power is dispersed.. . dis tance education disperses and diffuses student power " . 

The data gleaned from the focus group discussions reveaied that the symbois held for 

the practice of distance education and symbols held for the distance student were negative; 

These findings; however, are no t consistent with the literature. The literature reveals 

that both positive aiid negative symbols and meanings are held for the practice of distance 

education. As cited in Chapter 11, Review of the Related Literature, Devlin (1982) and 

Peterson and Fleming (1993) report of negative symbols held. However studies by Bosweli, 

Mocker and Homliti (1968) and Silver (1990) (cited in Gore, 1993) rweal a wntrasting 

prespective: symbols of distance education are very positive. Candy's (1991) description of the 

practice of distance education reveals that it is perceived as a very practical and fast growing 

trend in educational delivery . 
The meanings, inherent to these symbols, pmvided an understanding of the reasom for 

disempowerment of the aduit distance learner population. As distance students are physically 

isolateci from the uiiiversity, they are invisible and thus their needs are easiiy ignorai; their 
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voices are too far away to be heard. As an invisible and dent  population, they are assigned a 

marginal and subordinate status in the academic community. From this perspective, it is not 

surprising that the distance leamer holds little power and that Uie distance leamer's leanllng 

process is institution designeci and directeci. 

Another assumption of the theory of symbolic interactionkm States that meanings are 

created or assigned and i nterpreted b y people through activi ties and social interactions (Munch, 

1994). In other words, the spbols that have been construded for distance education and for the 

distance education student will dictate either positive or negative social interactions. 

This question was intended to involve the students in critical reflection and rational 

discourse for the purpose of delving deeper into the problem associateci with low self and sociai 

identities by developing an awareness of low identities which are expressed and demonstrated 

through sociai interactions.. 

Question: Can you describe academic experiences that could be descnbed as 

disempowering the student ? 

Al1 memben of the foas group were at a rniddle stage of their careers, as ail had 

accumulated many years of professional expertise. niey felt alrnost humiliateci with the fàct that in 

their working lives they had attained the administrative level, yet in theu academic meriences 

they were assigned a very low status. It appeared obvious to them, that their professional 

expertise was considered trivial. 



' n i e  professor deveioped the course and evaiuated my performance according to how 
weli 1 met the criteria prescribed by hun. I did not have much say in my own leaming process, 
aithough I have been a professional educator for 15 yean. The professor does not consider the 
student capable or quaiified to participate with him or her in designing the course.. ". 

"Those in power determined what was considered valuable academic qualifications and 
what was considered valuable practical expenence. The professors naturally heid the greater share 
of academic qualifications and the student held the greater share of praaical experiences; 
however, practical experieiices were considered infenor to academic expenences. The student's 
career was subordinate to academic work. Therefore in course wok, the student 's professional 
experience iç ofien iynored. when it should be tapped. Why cm the student, ifhe or she holds 
particular expertise, not present a lecture. or even design a section of the course ?" 

This focus group member complained of a particularly disempowering interaction she 

expenenced with the administration of the university. 

" In my experience, at times, particular professors treated students as subordhates.. . they 
tried to exert power over the student in different ways. For example, the student might be 
required to repeat things even though the student may have had years of experience in that field of 
study. Or a student inight be required to prove to the institution that they were licensed to 
practice .... another way of holding power was to prevent the student fiom taking a specific 
elective". 

"In one distance course 1 toolg the students were dMded into groups of five for the 
purpose of working together to generate group assignrnents. One student in my group, Diane, 
contacted the rest of the group through a cornputer mediateci chat Iine, to inforrn us that she 
would be dropping out of the group and dropping the course. That partiailar course had been her 
first graduate distance course and she had become overwhelrned by the procesa. She acplained "I 
did not reaiize what taking a coune through distance would be like". nie rest of the group were 
upset by this situation as we concludeci that the simple reason she dropped out of the program 
was simply that 'she did not know' . We al1 felt that we shouid have been aware of her 
frustration and should have advised her. We also M t  that the university failed to serve Diane's 
learning process ". 

In this study the negative syrnbols and meanings that were held for the adult distance 
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students and for the praaice of distance education were expresseci and refiected through socid 

interactions. The social interactions, between the institution and the distance student, were 

describeci by the focus group as disernpowering for the student. For exampie, those in power 

did not consider the adult distance leamer as one who was competent to participate in decision 

making concerning the educational learning. Negative social interactions between the adult 

distance student and the institution produced teacher-directed not student-directeci 

education. Ganison (1988) reported that studies reveal that some educaton feei that student 

participation will contaminate or at lest dilute educationaf standards. 

In addition, the institution did not consider the Iearners' life and professionai 

experiences as valuable l e d n g  expenences and the action of the institution was to discount or 

to discredit these experiences. For example, the focus gmup findings revealed that registration 

requirements often dictated that the student take speafic courses yet often the rnid-career aduit 

l m e r  had aiready acquired a great deai of knowledge and experience in the specific content 

offered in that course. 

Many of the social interactions between the adult distance leama and the academic 

institution were desdbed by the focus group members as exûemely disempowering. 

However, there is overwhelming evidenœ that positive social interaction between students and 

professors and arnong students is centrai to the leaming process. Shidies by Kaye and Rumble 

(1981), Keegan (1986), Keegan, John & Hany (1993), Lewis and Spemm (1986), and Tinto 

(1 987) ail contend that positive social interaction is critical to the leaming process and that 



lack of sociai interaction or negative social interaction is detrimental to the iearning pmcws. 

Social identity theory reveals the effects of negative social interaction; the theory stats tu the 

shident's seif and social identity is a critical faaor which detennines whether the studait fl 

persist in or drop out of a course or program. In other words, if students realize that participation 

in a program does not contribute to the development of a positive seIf and social identities, then 

attrition rates rise. 

Mezirow (1990) states that 'no need is more fiindamentally human than our need to 

understand the meaning of Our expenence. Free, full participation is critical . . . reflective 

discourse may be interpreted as a basic human right" (p. 11). 

Through the techniques of reflection and rational discourse, the focus group developsd 

an understanding the meaning of the problem of jack of student power and low levek of adult 

selfdirecteci learning which appeared to be salient to the distance education systwn. The 

processes of criticai refiection and rationai discourse identified that negative symbois had b e n  

constructed for the adult distance leamer and for the practice of distance education. The focus 
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group interpreted that these negative symbois were partialy responsible for crrating negative 

social interactions. For example, at timu the adult distance learner was presumed to be 

ignorant of specific areas of knowledge even though he or she may have aquired that 

knowledge through expenential learning. The student was required to provide sweral pieces of 

evidence or proof to assure the institution that he or she was competent in that specific a m  of 

knowledge. Rational discourse revealed that sometimes even when proof was provided, the 

institution refused to exempt the student from repeating the course material. 

Through the processes of critical refiection and ratioml discourse, the focus group 

revealed that the adult distance student was not considered a vaiuabie member of the academic 

comrnunity. When a distance student was experiencing diffcuity with a course, the professors 

often were unaware of the student's difficulty or did not care enough to try to prewent the 

student h m  dropping out. 

In addition, after the focus group reflected, 2inalyzed and discussed the symbols that 

had been consüucted for them, it became clear that the low symbols prescribed interactions 

which have not b e n  positive, nor have they developed the abilities. cornpetencies or powers 

that reside within the student, nor have they prornoted the practice of self-direct& leaniing. 

Similarly, the data revealed that the negative symbols constructed for the practice of 

distance education were partiaiiy responsible for the lack of essential ingredients of a quality 

education. For example the focus group rwealed that the processes of criticai inquiry and 

discussion were not integrai components of graduate distance courses, yet l e d g  theones 

state that these ingredients are essential to a quality education. Learning theory as weil 

proposes that interaction between student and professors and among students supports the 
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Ieaniing p w s s ;  however. student input was que~ted rarely and if it were then it was 

at feedback time only. 

In conciusion as a result of the pmeses of criticai reflection and r a t i d  diruxnaJc, 

the focus group were given the opportunity to explore and to gain a deepa insight into the 

p b l e m .  They reaiized that the meariings inherent in the Iow syrnbois, prescribed a second 

rate standard of eduwtion. iimited or Iack of professor-student interaction, low levels of self- 

direct& learning as weii as suppression of developrnent of the students' powers-hm-within, 

Power-Frm- W m  
- .  

In the preceding discussion sessioa, the focus group revealed th* as far as bey 

were concemeci, the symbols and meanings held for the adult distance luvner by the 

institution were not positive. Symbols and meanings revealed a stereotypicai social 

identity of a student as one who does not possess sms, cornpetencies, knowledge and 

whose prior M e  and professional experiences are trivial. 

The purpose of this discussion session was to have the focus group engage in 

idenrifying and valuing their strengths, slills, compebncies.This process w d d  involve 

them in reconstructing more positive seif-and s d a i  identities to replace the low 

identities prescribed for them. These questions were posed. The responsej meai the 

identities which the focus group held for themseives . 



Question: Do you feel that you are able to assume responsibility for your own 

learning? Would you Like to direct your own leamhg process? 

"1 am confident in myself as a student as 1 work very hard. In fact at times and 
with some professors, if 1 am given a poor mark, then I interpret the situation as their 
not understanding my paper. Sometimes 1 have more confidence in my ability than their 
evaluation of my abiiîty indicatesn. 

These responses revealed that the focus group members were knowledgeable of 

theu personai learning styles. 

'1 am very interesteci in adult Iearning and development; 1 know my own 
leaming style. 1 am a global thinker. I don? necessarily do things in sequential steps, 
nor do 1 need to know ai1 the steps. 1 can definitely leam without having someone lead 
me. 1 am intuitive not sensing. 1 have a tendency to make these humungous leaps. I 
have to be carehl, as sometimes things which make common sense to me, may not 
seem logical to others 1 interact with. 1 vascilate between thinking and feeling; 
sometimes I am anaiytical and sometimes more sensing, depending on the situation. 
The environment that 1 am in determines the mode of decision making that 1 will 
choose.. . " 

'1 am a lateral thinker..I try to see the big picture by identiQing the parameters 
of the topic, problem or issue. I identiQ what major characteristics or properties or 
issues are central. 1 always try to fit the topic into its political, social, economic socio- 
cultural environment " . 

'1 learn best when 1 try to bring my own perspective to the topic and to apply the 
information to my own context. 1 aim to discover how 1 can make this leaming 
meaningful to me and to identiQ what is in my background that 1 can draw on to use to 
understand the topic" . 

The following responses indicate that the respondents understood what they 



considered essential to optimize their learning process. One member 

described a personalIy effective method of generating assignments. 

of the focus group 

'1 can make decisions quickly. 1 conduct research of computer mediated and 
print resources from the universisr library. 1 scan dl the articles and decide whether the 
article is relevant to the paper.. 1 may have 90 articles stacked up on the floor of my 
office, as welI as 20 or 30 books and my bibliography may be close to 8-10 pages. 1 
rarely get detoured. AU the material 1 have accessed I read and re-read and reflect on 
thoroughly. This process keeps me focussed. Once 1 turn on the computer, 1 have 
analysed eve-ng that 1 have researched. Then 1 stay home until 1 finish the research 
paper. Sometirnes 1 take lunch at my desk .. . sometimes 1 am so busy that 1 forget to 
even have lunch". 

Adult learners at the graduate level are competent to direct their own Iearning. 

One respondent revealed that as previous academic experiences must be positive if one 

attains the level of graduate studies, then there is no evidence to suggest that graduate 

level self-directed leaming will mean failure. 

' 1 have confidence in my abilities as 1 have experienced positive pnor Leaming 
experiences, If 1 could do well before then 1 can do well again. Also the more literature 
1 read on the topic, 1 corne to realize that others support my ideas. That my ideas have 
been compareci with the theorists and have been proven vaiid, gives me confidence". 

'The way 1 leam best? 1 like to study something, then to take it apart and see 
how it was put together, then 1 think about how 1 can apply it in my own professional 
work. My personal Iearning style? I need discussion, preferably in a focus group where 
1 can reflect on and discuss my own expenences and ideas. I need interaction with 
othen. I also need a mentor, a faculty supervisor in the field.. . someone to teil me 
am on the right track ... an expert in the field of education.. . . . someone who could 
your eyes to your capabilities and abilities. These things that would improve the 
leamhg process for men. 



'Guidance and mentonng.. . . .the professor is important in that Wshe introduces 
you to materid, concepts and theories, shows you the big picture.. . . . reveds an 
introduction to the body of literature of that specific topic area. The professor should be 
a facilitator. The professor rnust know when to offer the adult distance student input 
and when to stand back and let the student l e m  in his/her own way and in this way 
provide opportunities for selfdirection". 

1 discovered that the focus group refbted the literature concerning the link 

between distance education students and low self-identities. The identities which they 

held for themselves were very high. For example, the data revealed that the focus 

group were cognizant of their personal learning styles and preferred teaching-learning 

methodologies. Also they identified that their learning processes were served best when 

curriculum was relevant to their learning needs; they indicated that they preferred that 

the professor serve as a mentor or a facilitator rather than one who controls and directs 

their learning processes. Their responses revealed that they had already acquired 

mastery of the skills of critical reflection, rational discourse. problem solving, decision 

making, research skills. Responses revealed that this focus group of graduate students 

were knowledgeable, confident, capable and committed students. 

The findings of this present study, concerning aduit distance learners' self- 

identi ties, contradict the literature. What accounts for this discrepency , I assume, is that 

previous research has been conducted with adult learners who have not attained the 

level of graduate studies in post secondary educational institutions and who have not 

acquired years of professional experience in various work environments. In contrast, 



this focus group was composed of mid-career adult leamers enrolled in graduate 

programs at university. 

During this phase of the empowenng process the focus group, through the 

techniques of critical reflection and rationai discourse, were identiQing, unfolding and 

expanding their powers-fiorn-within. They were developing self-knowledge by 

identifjing personal skills, strengths, talents and by identifiing both Life and 

professional experiences that have provided valuable leaming. Both Freire (1974) and 

Schon (1983, 1987) daim that the primary function of reflection is to vaiidate what is 

known. Criticai reflection and rational discourse have the potentiai to accomplish this. 

Through the process of rational discourse, the social identities held for the 

students by the institution and the identities the students held of themstlves, were 

cornpared, andysed and assessed. The process insured that this discrepency did not go 

unnoticed. For example, the negative symbols, meaning and social identities 

constructeci for the adult distance learners were incongruent with the positive self- 

identities that they held for themselves. 

Mezirow (1990) informs us that habit can be broken only when there is an 
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intemption between the habit and the event being intempted. Cntical reflection and 

rational discourse provide the interruptions and opportunities through which these 

negative symbols and assumptions held could be identified, refbted, and revised to 

construct more positive social identities. The focus group concluded that the symbols, 

meanings and identities attributed to them by the institution were identified and judged 

as inaccurate and unjustifiable. 

The focus group intended to translate that knowledge or awareness into action. 

They realized that if they were to gain control over their leaming processes, it was 

necessary that they first revise the negative social identities assigned to them. Enhanced 

student social identities would hopefully result in the institution viewing the adult 

distance leamer as a competent and equal participant in the education process. 

Participation and democracy, in some ways, define each other. In a democratic 

educational process, the adult distance learner would participate in pIanning and 

directing the leaming process. 

In the final focus group session, the group was involved in demonstrating that 

they had developed 'power-frorn-within'. The purpose of this stage was to test and to 

demonstrate that the focus group had the knowledge, skills and cornpetencies to direct 



direct and controi theis own learning. 

The focus group was given readings of case studies on successful s e l f a  

learning procedures d e d  out at other universities. As weU they were given smple 

. learning contracts adapted from those designeci by Stephenson (1981) ami Tough 

(1971). They were asked if they were interested in demonstrating their abiiity to direct 

their own leaniing by completing the seIf-directed learning contracts provided. 

If the focus group had developed 'power-frorn-within' then they could assume 

controi over and responsibiiity for their own learning and therefore cornpiete the 

leaniing contracts provided. Ali rnembers of the focus group responded affinnativeiy: 

they were interested in assuming responsibility for directing their own learning and 

each member compieted a selfdirected leamhg contract. Appendix C contains a 

sample leaniing contract. 

The focus group was interested in demoaJtrating theh positive self-identitia as capable 

and empowered studeats, through action. They were intcrrsted in assuming respoIlSibility for 

their own learning and in gemratiog p e n o d  seif-dirccted learning contracts. 

Barbalet (cited in Clegg, 1995) de- reqonsif,ility,'To take rrsponsibiiity in the 

Kantian sense involves demmimng what one ought to do. This requirw devant 

knowiedge of conditions, opportunitiu. and conscquences, examinhg motives and phcipies, 

and in generai acquiring or discovering one's true interest in a situation in which one is 
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nmoved From the constraints of authority" (p. 7). The focus group compieted the learning 

contrac ts. 

nie iearning wntracts consisteci of t h .  sections containhg questions. 

These sections inciuded, Section 1: Identiwng Leaniing Needs and Objectives, Section 2: 

Selecting Leaniing Resources and Objectives, and Section 3: Detennining Methods to Affinn 

Knowiedge Acquisition and Assessment. If the focus group completed the contracts 

appropriately then this was considered evidence of the potentiai of the mode1 to facilitate the 

development of ' power- from-within ' .This is a sample of the responses given to the questions; 

the data speaks for itsel f. 

Section 1: Identifjring Learning N d s  and Objectives 

The leaniing contmct read: "1 am able to identify the foiiowing areas of knowledge and 

experience, which I indicate as strengths and weaknesses and regard as potentiaiiy relevant to 

the deveiopment of my programme of studyn . 

These focus group members who had recently begun the graduate studies program were 

not only able to idenhfy the topic of their theses at this early stage, but were able ta identify 

the constnrcts central to the fields of research. 

'My area of study is adult learning and development, therefore I need to acquire 
funher knowledge and experience regarding learning styles, adult learners' educational needs, 
experiential learning or prior leaming assesment, sources of leaming and development 
literature.. " 

"My interest is faculty professional development in p s t  secondary institutions. I need 



knowledge of the issues concenllng faculty development in terms of teachlng and 
leaniing.. .current li terature and research in this area. 1 have aiready some knowledge and 
experience in the area having worked with a variety of staff and personnel in the coordination 
and irnplernentation of faculty development ac tivi ties at the university for 10 years.. " 

'My area of study is administration of p s t  secondary institutions. I need to becorne 
more knowledgeable of sociologicai and administrative theory. 1 wouid iike to deveiop sküls in 
academic writing, tliis would Aow me to wnte for academic journais, to have rny ideas 
expressed, reviewed, tested and chailenged by others . . " 

Another respondent had completed aU graduate ievel courses and was in the pmcess of 

identifying a thesis topic. She detemined that her thesis would be concerned with nursing 

leadership. She determined that research in this field would meet her leaming needs working 

in the new restructureci health care systern. 

'My area of study is health care administration h m  my 20 years working as a nurse, I 
have aiready acquired knowledge of the heaith care system and the nuning profession. What 1 
need now is knowledge of transformational leadership, the cxitical issues facing the heaith care 
system, the changing roles of nurses.. . " 

Section 2: Selecting Leaniing Resources and Activities 

The leamhg contract read: "In order to acquire these areas of knowledge and 

expertise, I have identifieci these leaming resources which 1 plan to use and these fearning 

activities which 1 plan to perform. 

The focus group respondents had no difnculty in determinhg how they would like to 

carry out their learning process. 

1 need to interview resource people 1 need to consuit with faculty advison, experts at 



other academic institution ... I wouid wish to network with others in the fieid. 1 would like to 
attend conferences whose focus is adult learning and development . . " 

'1 need to interview administration and facufty of post secoudary institution concerning 
the status of faculty professional development. I would ask them to identiw the criticai issues 
facing the axa and future directions of faculty development activities , . . .I am specificaiiy 
interested in the professional development fiterature on teaching and leaming.. I would need to 
becorne knowiedgeable of comparative studies of professional development initiatives carried 
out at other institutions.. . " 

These responses indicate that these focus group members were able to identify learning 

resources and activi ties wliich would facilitate their leaming processes. 

'1 would iike to develop knowledge of ethnography qualitative research cornputer 
progmms.. . 1 need to have access to a medicai library . . . 

I would iike to develop a proposal in which 1 would describe what 1 like to lem. 1 
wouid like to have it evaiuated by faculty advisors. I would W<e to conduct my own education 
but I would like the advisors to foiiow my progress to ensure that the project stays on 
track...". 

This respondent cited as well, psycholopical m u r c e s  as essential resources which 

facilitate leaniing. 

"1 need access to an excelient Library , especiaiiy an excellent periodical section as weii 
as the Internet. I would like to attend conferences. I would like to receive respect, support, 
encouragement from faculty advisors. 1 would wish that the faculty advison would merely 
introduce me to the scupe of my field of interest and let me identify what 1 need to learn and 
what is of paaicular interest to me and then to give me the freedom and encouragement to go 
fiom there.. * 

Section 3: Determi ning Methods to Affim Knowledge Acquisition and to Assessrnent 

The learninp contract rad: "1 have formulated the foilowing pians for individuai work 

and study. I propose the foiiowing forms of assessrnent to provide widence of accompiishrnent 



of each leaming objective". 

Several respondents cited a simiiar method of evaluation, that is, if the work hoids tme 

in the externai world of work, then that leamhg is evaiuated as vaiid. 

"1 would like to conduct my own research in the area of faculty professionai 
development (re teaching and Ieaniing) and then to evaiuate it to detemine if the literature 
supports my research. I wouid evaluate information according to how useable, practicai, 
helpful or valuable it is to the field of post secondary faculty professional development" . 

This focus gmup member indicated that she was not oniy capable of identifying 

evaluation methods but that, in fact. she was interested in conducting seifevaluation. 

"1 would like to conduct research into the fieid of heaith care administration and to 
write a series of papers or theses. My research methods wouid include i n t e ~ e w s  with 
adminisirators, job shadowing and a review of the Meranire. I would like to be able to go into 
the heaith care environment to observe .... for the purpose of determining if the literature and 
the practice coincide.. .This would evaluate the quaiity of my learning process.. . " . 

'1 do not think that evaluation, in the naditional perception, would be necessary. 
If the adult Iearner and the faculty advisors are in contact during the leaniing process, then a 
sort of quaiity assurancelquality control component is build into the learning process to ensure 
against failure. Adult leamers are committed, wnscientious , responsible students. . .and to 
conduct evaluation is antitheticai to the concept of adult lemer". 

Generation of self-direcd leaming contracts was positive indication of the rnodei's 

potentiai to fkcilitate the process of student empowerment. An empowered student is able to 

determine personal leaming needs, an empowered student is able to identify leamhg 

resources. an ernpowered student is able to identify and utilize preferred teaching and learning 

methods (Cafferella & O'Donneii, 1989; Evans & Nation, 1989;O'Neill. 1976; Tough, 1971). 



Each rnember of the focus group coqletexi aU sections and rrquireme~~f3 of tée 

Ieaniing contracts then the contracts were arialysed. If the participant had 

responsibility and was able to complete the contraas. this would indicate that he or she had 

indeed developed ' power- €rom-within' . Empowend snidents can assume control and 

responsibiiity for their own learrring and are able to genexate seif-directed learrlliig contraco. 

The data h m  this study is supported by Chene (1983). Darkenwald and Merriam (1982); 

Kasworm (1983), Know les (1980), Mezirow (1990), Rappaport (1 98 l), Sabbaghian's (1980) 

and as weil, Starhawk (1 987). These theorists state that a positive correlation exists between 

the adult's psychological characteristic of seLfkonfidence, self-esteem, and feelings of 

empowerment; similariy a positive correlaaoa exists between positive self-concept and leamer 

selfdirectedness. 

The daîa coiiected in this study is iniended to present a verbaîim account of what 

was revealed in the focus group discussion sessions. It is intended to mate  a vivid 

understanding of the focus group's expcrîence of the adult distance leamer's leamhg 

process. The empowerment process pvided ttie focus p p  with the -1s neassary 

to aiiow thern to deveiop îhe powers that reside within tbrough developing and sharing 

their reflections and perceptions of themselves and of their Iearning procesm. 

Through the processes of criticai reflection and rational discussion, the focus 
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group members identifieci, udolded and expanded their powers-fiom-within. It was 

evident that a very strong iink exists between student empowement and the abüity to 

direct one's own le-ng. Development of the power-from-within enablecl the focus 

group to make decisions concedg  their own learning and enableci them to 

demonstrate this capability by generating self-directed leaniing contracts. The 

empowement mode1 has the potential to develop the addt distance leamer's power- 

from-within and iii so doing, facilitate the leamer's ability to direct his or her own 

leaming process. 



CHAPTER V 

Conclusion aad Rewmmendations 

This study wiil hopefuily produce both concephial and substantive implications conceming 

adult leamers, empowement, self-directed leaming and distance education. 

AUow me to disaiss my conclusions pertaullng to each of these constructs. 

A i i u a w E  

Historicdly, once a Metirne career began, education or training in that particular career 

ceased. Yet in today's professional environments, organizationai psychologists teU us that 

individuals may be required to releam their careen many times during their Iifespan (Fuilan, 1993; 

JaMs, 1987; Slotnick et al , 1993). Adults retum intedttently to ducational institutions in order 

to keep abreast of the ever changing nature and demands of their careers. Therefore it is very 

plausible that the adult lemer in post secondary institutions may be one who has acquired 

severai years of education in various acadernic fields, and one who has developed professionai 

expertise in a variety of workplace settings. It is essentiai that a positive social identity be 

reconstmcted for the new aduit distance learner population, as the identi~ held traditionally 

described one who had been disadvantaged both academicaiiy and professionally. A new identity 

would reflect a weU-educated and professionaiiy experienced individual and one who c d d  be a 

worthy and competent partner in the education process. 

1 recornmenci that professional development, to involve critical refiection, be provided for 

educators of this new adult distance leamer population. Schon (1987), one of the leadhg 



advocates of the process of critical refiection ciaims that refiection on professional practice 

rnakes the educator thoughdiil about his or her work Ui light of the prinQples the educator hoids. 

He claims that reflection targets and identifies inappropriate or baccurate values, perceptio-, 

meanlligs and philosophies. nie process of criticai reflection would require educators to re- 

evaiuate and to revise the low social identities that they previously heid for duit distance leamers. 

Clegg (1989) wams that institutions survive or die dependhg upon how badly they fd, or how 

weli they change to match the social and cultural environment in which they operate. I 

recornmend that opportunities for professional development, specifÏcally using the process of 

critical refiection, be provideci for educaton of aduits. According to F d a n  (1993) and Schon 

(1983, 1987). the process of cntical reflection has the potential to facilitate adaptation to 

educationd change. 

As discussed eariier in this paper, self4uection is an approach and practice which is 

centrai to adulthood. central to the goal of adult education and central to the philosophy of 

education. However. low ievels of selfdirected leaming indicate that within institutions, there is a 

resistance to this, characteristically, atidragogicai practice. Fullan (1 993) advises us that in fact, a 

theory of non-change pemeates educationai institutions Universities are traditionai, cuiturai 

institutions that promote the methods and ideas which reflect maidy those of the dominant 

undergraduate student population. As teacher-directed leamhg is the traditiond wtbod of 

educational practice. it is not surprishg that the theories and methods of graduate studart- 

directed leaniing are resisted. Resistance to change has adversly affecteci adult learners' leaming 
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processes. Pedagogicd approaches have resdtd in suppression of the development of student 

empowement or of development of the students' innate powers-fiorn-withui- Pedagogical 

approaches have thus produced teacher-dded, rather than a student-duected adult learning. 

Again I recommend that educaton be provided opportunïties to engage in criticai reflection 

through professional development. The process of critical reflection would require educators to 

leam andragogicd approaches to replace inappropriate pedagogical approaches. 

ui addition, I feel that resistance to seEdirected Iegmiog is the result of severd other 

erroneous perceptions held by faculty. 1 assume that faculty perceives that the practice of the 

student directing his or her own leaming would involve a shifi of power out oftheir hands and to 

those of the student. In other words, student-directed leaniing wouid produce a reduction of 

fanilty professional power. However Starhawk's concept of power, as  used in this study, refers to 

developing powers that already reside within the student and which, through social interaction 

between the student and the professor, are identified and dowed to surfkce, unfbld and expand. 

Therefore, adult learner empowennent wouid not involve a trader of power away from the 

faculty but an expansion of the power within the student. 

Once again i recommend that the institution provide professionai development in order 

that educators can explore, explain and promote the distinctions between the various concepts and 

practices of power. I dso recommend that, as empowennent and ~e~direction an tightly linked, 

educators must leani how to facilitate or nurhire developrnent of the student's power4korn- 

within. Developrnent of the student's innate powers is necessary, prior to and in preparatioa for, 

the selfdirected learning process. 
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Another recomrnendation for research would be that of a study of what the focus group 

identifiai as 'powet which poisons the mot'. This power severely suppresses and limits 

opportunities for developrnent of the adult distance leamer's power-from-within. It is a very 

toxic power about which we know relatively little. 

Resistance to self-directed leaniing 1 believe, is also attributed to faculty's perception 

that the input of the student would compromise the legitimacy of educational prograrns. The 

orientation of educational institutions is to maintain credibility and to avoid discreditation . 
However contrary to the low social identities and meanings that have been ascribed to adult 

distance learners, their input can indeed be very beneficial to the institution. The instiîution 

can tap fresh sources of knowledge and expertise for the adult Leamer has much to contribute. 

Fullan (1993) reminds us that a successful university l e m s  more from the students in the 

environment than from faculty, administrators or competitors. Candy (199 1) and Knowles 

(1980) state that the purpose and goal of education and specifically of adult education is to 

assist the students to develop their abilities and potential to contribute to their own learning. 

Moreover research shows, and with Iittle doubt, that when students hold a certain degree of 

ownership for their learning the motivation and retention are increased (Johnson, Johnson, and 

Smith, 1991; Owens, 1995; Slavin, 1990). 

With these arguments in mind 1 perceive two roles are prescnbed for adult educators : 

(1) the educator-as-chef and (2) the educator-as-midwife. The role of the educator-as-chef is to 

introduce the adult leamer to the wide array of fields of study from which the adult leamer can 

identifj and select those subjects, theones, concepts, approaches and issues which are of 
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importance to him or her. Strike (cited in Candy, 199 1) advisea that "the ignorance of a person 

just beginning the study of a subject has a special character. It is not just that the novice is 

ignorant of the subject matter but the novice is ignorant of the theaies, constnia, philosophies 

and major questions that govem thought about that mbjea" (p. 357). The educatoras-chef 

wouid rnereiy preseiit the broad parameters of subj-s, and then to step back to aiiow the leamer 

to carry out the process of directing his or her own Iearning in the way that is most personaily 

effective. The second role 1 prescribe for the educator is that of educator-as-midwife. Belinky, 

Clinchy, Goidberger, and Tarule (1985) created the concept of 'professor-as-midwife' which they 

describe as "one who assists the learner in giving birth to his or her own ideas, in making their 

own tacit knowledge explicit and in elaborating on it" (p. 217). 

Research is iieeded to identify and prescribe roles, that the educator rnight assume in a 

student-directed leaming situation. 1 also recommend that M e r  research be waducted to 

explore the educators' experiences and involvement. 

As well, I recommend that research be conduaed concerning resources which the learner 

rnight tap to better facilitate his or her selgteaching-leanllng process. Some exampies might 

include research conceming how to condua personai needs assessment, how to idente and 

access leaming resources as rnentoring or job shadowing or how to wnduct seVduation. 

ï h e  distance mode of educationai delivery provides both flexibility and accusibiüty. Even 

though advances in technology have provided a variety of new delivery modes, over 70% of 

distance leamers still experience their education pnncipdy through written matenals. Non- 
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interactive methods are still the most cornmon teachiag-leaming rnethods in distance educafion. 

Yet Lord and I m a n  (cited in Fullan, 1993) contend that "the redity of evolutionary success 

demonstrates that fitness is not simpiy about adapting to the environment but rather the 

continuing improvement in the capacity to grow and b d d  ever more connections in more varied 

environments" (p. 81). Dis tance education must no t only provide accessibilîty and flexibility but 

must also provide quality. According to Hodgkinson (1983) the concept of quality is perceived by 

students to include effective communication, student-focusseci social interaction and provision of 

relevant and current knowledge. Thus socid interaction is of critical importance to a quaiity 

learning process. However. distance education, by definition, limits social interaction among 

students, and between students and professors. This mode of educational delivery isolates the 

leamer from specificdly those peopie who can contribute most signincantly to his or her learning 

process. 

lf institutions do not provide adequately and effeaiveiy for the adult distance learnerk 

ieaniing process then the consequence could be decreased enrollment. Already several Canadian 

and American universities have formed agreements to provide for -dents to transfer to 

whichever institution, that they f* best serves their leaniing needs. Unquestionably, nom the 

findings of this study, attention to the adult leamer's needs for social interaction is aitical. Social 

interaction is of tremendous importance to the succeas of the adult distance leamer's learning 

process. 

1 recommend that educators not Iose sight of the fàct thM despite the lure of modem 

technology, provision of an old-fashioned eiement, social interaction, is critical. 1 recommend that 

research be conducted to identiq ways to facilitate gieater social interaction between the 



educator, in the institution, and the distance leamer remote tiom the institution. 

Conclusion 

1 have uied to create an awareness of the uniqueness of mid-career adult distance leamers 

who are increasingiy popuiating graduate programs in post secondary educational institutions. 

The purpose of a university is to provide a learning environment that is responsive to the cultural 

and economic milieu. The university is thus professionally obligated to adapt programs and 

seMces to meet the unique characteristics, changing needs and expectations of this non-dominant 

student population. Aduit distance leamers' needs include, autonomy to assess educationai needs 

and to identiQ personal leaming goals, support necessary toidentiw and impiement preferred 

Ieaming styles and &dom to choose teaching-leamhg methods which best facilitate personal 

leaniing. These needs define self-directed Iearning. 

The values, fieedom of choice, self-determination, self-actu~tion, autonomy. creativity, 

recognition and respect are inherent to the theory and practice of adult self-directed learning. In 

fact, the literature atürms t hat a pro fessio nai' s psychological or intrinsic needs for involvement, 

self&termination, achievement and respect are extremely high (Maslow, I W O ;  Owens, 1995). 

Hodglunson (1983) advises policy rnakers that "the deadliest weapons in the policy maken 

armoury are philosophical: the sküls of logic and c r i t i d  anaiysis ... value analysis .. and most 

fhdarnentally, the depth of understanding of human nature" (p. 53). 1 recommend that poücy 

makers in universities, and educators aiike, be responsive to the unique characteristics, needs and 

expectations of the adult distance learner. 1 feel optimistic, as they are adult leamers themsek,  

that they will succeed. 
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(1 .) Letter of Lnfonned Consent 

(2.) Questionnaire Consent Fom 

(3.) Description of the Study and Role of the Participant 



Dear Graduate Student : 

1 am a Master of Eclucation (Post-Secondary Education ) Leadership candidate at Memorial 
University. 1 am gathering data for my thesis entitied Toward Adult Lemer Autonomy and 
SelEDirected Learning in Distance Education. The purpose of my research is to explore the 
relaiionship between learner autonomy and student-directedness and the adul t leaniing p m x ~ ~ .  

I am conducting research of graduate students in the pst-secondary program who are talang 
courses through distance education because those in the pst-secondary program, familiar with 
adult learning theory, show greatest potential for research in self-directed learriing (Kaswom, 
1983). This study wiif introduce participants to a knowledge base of severai critical areas 
within the field of post-secondary education; it wu introduce participants to a research process 
which would serve them weif in their own thesis writing efforts and most irnportantiy the 
participation of individuais is critical to high qudity research. 1 am requesting your 
participation in this study. Participation inctudes completing a 2 question questionnaire. From 
analysis of this questionnaire. a research sample wiU be identified and invited to participate in 
a focus group. Eacli week for three weeks the focus group will be given readings of 
approximately 20 pages per week on topics critical to adult education, asked to read, reflect on 
and to participate in discussion of these topics through e-mail. Participation is voluntary, you 
may choose not to perform any task you do not choose to and you may withdraw at any time. 

This research study mets the ethical guidelines of the Ethics Review Cornmittee, Faculty of 
Education, Memorial University of Newfoundland. AU data gathered in this study , both from 
the questionnaire and from the focus group discussion sessions, is strictiy coni5dential.Data 
From focus group sessions wiii be saved on a cornputer d ix  and secured in a locked cabinet; 
these recordings will not be disclosed to any other person other than the researcher and erasure 
of these recordings. once your participation is cornplete, is assured. Results will be made 
available to you upon request. 

if you need hirther explanation of any part of the information please telephone me: 753-7795 
or contact me rhrough e-mail. Dr. Clar Doyle. Professor of Educaiion within the Faculty of 
Education, Division of Graduate Studies, my thesis supervisor, may be reached by telephone at 
737-7556. If you wish to speak with a resource person not associateci with the study you rnay 
contact Dr. Patricia Canning, Associate Dean, Research and Development, Graduate Studies, 
Faculty of Education, Memorial University.. 

If you wish to participate, please answer the 2 questions on the back of this letter as weU as the 
consent form and return it to me via e-mail to therese @ ganymede.cs.mun.ca. Many thanks. 

Sincerely , 

Therese Royle 



Questionnaire Consent Fom 

1, consent to the questionnaire. I understand that 

participation is entirely voluntary and that I can withdraw my participation at any time. 

AU information is strictly confidentid and no individuai wiU be identified to anyone other 

than the researcher. 

Date Signature E-mail Address 



DESCRWïION OF ' IXE RESEARCXI STüDY 

ANI) 

TEE ROLE OF PARTICIPANT 

Phase 1. Idenmng Where Oppressive Power Suppress Empowerment of the Student 

Students wiil be given selected readings and requested to rad. reflect on and in group 

decisions engage in rationai discourse conceniing the theories presented in the readings and 

their experiences of these thmries in practice. 

I will provide transcripts on the theory and practice of the two components of the 

rnodel, critical reflection and rational discourse, as weli as position papers on theory and 

practice concerned with the pedagogies of symbolic interactionism, critical theory and self- 

concept theory. These readings wiU be read and then analysed by the focus group. The 

learning combined with the techniques of critical refiection and rational discourse, to create an 

awareness of the problem of lack of student power and generate an understanding of the 

factors which have contributed to this probtem. The purpose of this session is to foster a 

feeling of permission to criticize sources of power who have assisted in suppressing the 

dwelopment of the powers that reside within the adult leamer. 

Phase 2. Expanding, Unfolding and Developing ' Power-hm-Wiihin' 

This session is intended to explore, idenm and expand the powers that reside within 

the individual. The mode1 will present transcripts for reading, reflection, anaiysis and 
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discussion, on andragogy and empowerment as weii as case studies on achiai appiicatioas of 

- self-directed learning initiatives. 

Psychothesapists inform us that if an individual's perceptions can be maüned thm it is 

highly Iikely that hidher behaviour wiU be modified accordingiy. Through the processes of 

critical reflection and rational discourse. it is hoped that the focus group WU, by identifing 

persona1 strengths, sküls, cornpetencies and valuable pnor life and professional experiences, 

modify and enhance their self-perceptions. Hopefdiy, the aduit distance leamers will be 

approaching a stage of expressing their enhanced, empowered identies by developing contracts 

which wiii direct their leaming processes. 

Phase 3: Demonstrating Empowerment 

This finai phase will engage the focus group, who have now identified and expanded 

the power-frorn-within and who have leamed the process of self-directed leaming, wiii 

demonstrate that power. ski11 mastery, and knowledge expertise. The focus group will be given 

sample learning covenants and requested tu develop their own learning plans based on the case 

studies samples provided. The covenants are adapted h m  the self-direcîed process as 

sumrnarized by Stephenson (198 1) and Tou& (1971). The contracts wiU require the members 

of the focus group to identify their learning needs and set leamhg goals and objectives, to 

determine and select activities, methods or leaniing resources to be used in the leamhg 

process. and to identiS and select evaluation methods. 



(1 .) Preiiminary Questionnaire 

(2.) List of Major Guidhg Questions 



Prelimiasry Questionnaire 

Question 1: Iastnictions: 

Every adult leamer holds a particufar concept of Wher ability as a student. The scde 
below attempts to translate that level of "self~oncept of ability as a student* into measurable 
terms. Select the number you feel describes the level of "self-concept as a student" which you 
hold for yourself. =- 

I have absolutely 
no confidence 
in my ability 
student . 

I have totai 
confidence in 

rny ability as as a 
a sîudent 

Question 2 : Instructions: 

Please select the number on the scaie which indicam your level of interest in the 
concepts and practice of self-directeci l e w g  (SDL) = 

1 have absolutely 
no interest in SDL 

I am exüemely 
interesteci in SDL 

Source: Boud, 1). ( 198 1). D d o p i n g  S tudent Autonomy in Learning. London: Kogan Page. 



Guiding Rucarch Questions Central to the Assnmptions of Critical Tbcory 

Why are attrition rates and Ievels of dissatisfàction in adult distance education so hi& ? 

1s disempowement a problem 7 

Who hoids power aiid exerts control over the distance education process ? 

What are the needs 'and interests of the adult distance teamer? Have these needs been served or 

have they been marginalized or ignored ? 

What has conspireci to create this imbaiance of power 1 

What factors contribute to the disempowement of the aduit distance student? 



Guiding Research Questions Central to the Assumptions of Symbolic Interactionism 

What symbols are hdd by the university and by the adult distance learner of the practice of 

distance education? 

What symbols are held by the university of the addt distance student? 

What self-identities are held by the adult distance leamers 1 

How are these symbols constnicted and what meanings do these symbols hold? 

What roles do these meanings dictate in interactions between the adult distance lemer and the 

universi ty? 

Can you descnbe social interactions between the addt distance learner and the institution that 

were particularly disempowering for the student ? 



Guiding Research Questions Centrai to Empowermmt and Self-Directcd Luniing 

Can you describe your leamhg process, that is, with your knowledge of duit learning and 

development, are yoc aware of and can you describe your personai learning style and your 

preferred teaching and Iearnhg methodologies? 

How can student empowerment be developed which wili lead to participation betwem the adult 

distance learner and the university in decision making wnceming the leamhg process? 

What are your learning needs, objectives and goafs 1 

Which Iearning resources wouid you identi@ and access to serve those learnùig needs? 

Which rnethods would you identiQ to affinn knowledge acquisition and assessment ? 

Do you feel that you would üke to assume responsbüity for directing your own IeaPning? 





THE LEARNING COVENANT 

(adap ted from Stephenson and Tough) 



1 am able to identify the f o l l o w b g  areas  of knowledge and 

experiences, which 1 kidicate as strengths and weaknesses and 

regard as potentially relevant to the development of my programme 

of study: 



PHASE 2: XDENTXMNG LEAPcNING NEEDS AND OBJEmIVES 

1 am able to identify that 1 will need to have acquired the 

fol lowing areas of knowledge and experience. 



PHASE 3: SELECTING ltEARNING RESOURCES AND AClnVITIES 

fn order to acquixe these areas of knwledge and experience, I: have 

identified these learning resources which 1 plan to use and 

these learning activities which 1 plan to parform. 



PHASE '4: DETERMINING MW1R)DS TO AFFIRM ICNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION 

I have formulated the following plans for individual work and 

central studies . 



PHAÇE 5: DETERMINING FORMS O F  WSESSMENT 

1 propose the following foms of aseeaement to provide evidence of 

accomplishment of each learning objective. 



TEST TARGET (QA-3) 
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